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ABOUT FOUNDATIONS

FOUNDATIONS is a monograph series published by the

National Science Foundation's Division of Elementary' _

Secondary, and Informal Education (ESIE) in conjunction

with the Division of Research, Evaluation and Communication

(REC) to serve those working to better science, mathematics,

and technology education in this nation. FOUNDATIONS- supports

education reform by communicating lessons that have been

learned from. ESIE projects and activities to others in the field

who may use and adapt them to build effective-educational'

improvement strategies in their own classroonis and commu-

nities. Like the foundation of a schoolhouse, home, or other

place of learning, the strength of what is above ground

depends on the structural soundness of what lies below.

FOUNDATIONS will unearth the strategies that enable effective

educational improvement at the K-12 level to take place.

Welcome to FOUNDATIONS...

IN' THIS VOLUME

FOUNDATIONS examines opportunities and challenges-fors

those at the front line of science education in elementary and

middle schools. Designed as a resource for teachers and

administrators who have not yet implemented a program of

inquiry-based science. education, this volume serves neither as

a textbtiok nor as the final word on the subject. It is rather a

short introduction for those beginning the complex anddiffi-

cult journey of science education reform based on the experi-

ences of educators working in the field today.-
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A LETTER FROM
THE DIVISION ID

3

bear Friends and Colleague's:

Our mission in the Division'

improve teaching and learning ii

gradeand to increase and imj

mathematics, and technology bi

embed lessons of reform, 'rick in

pie in real places. We expect tuttire issues of FOUNDATIONS Wiil address each of the major

goals for our Division:

Develop and implement high quality instructional materials;

Pkvide stimulating environments outside of school thattncrease the

appreciation and understanding of science,' mathematics, and technolog

and their applications; ,

Recognize, excellence among,teachers and studenth and enhance the sta-

tus and visibility of the teaching profession;

Promote interest in and pursuit of "scientific and technical fields;

Provide research experiences inscience and mathematics for teachers and

students; and

Create networks of talented teachers and students who can serve as

resources for others nationwide.

We believe this issue to be apropos of an inaugural issue=it focuses on Many

aspects of engaging a system of education (such as a district or other entity) through a

concept so basic to the reform agenda=inquiry-based learning.

Finally, thanks toethe efforts of CUSER, the Center for Urban Science Education

RefOrni; many leaders engaged in reform have shared their experience&with the intent of

supporting your efforts to improve science education.

02,4isay Aer

-Margaret B. Cozzens

Division Director
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PREFACE

EIns monograph is for teachers and district administrators who want to
11 create inquiry -based science programs in their schoOls. It is but a \curs°-

.ry introduction to ;the complex challenges of science education reform' told
,through the'exPeriences of others., In the pages that follow, practitioners and
policymakers seasoned in reform share their thoughts with the hope of sup-
pOrting'those about,to embark on similar journeys. By focusing on the actual
experienceS of real people in real,PlaceS, this volume attempts' to bring:life, to
the abstract \language of reform. ,

CHAPTER, 1 sets' the groundwork for the concept of,"systemic" change that ,

undergirds the volume thereafierthatis, teaching and learning are part of a
complex, interactive system previbuslysmisrepresented or underestimated by
simplistic and disjointed reform mOdels of the past. The chapter sheds light

7, on why reform efforts that focused on just one or a few components of the
system (e.g., curriculum, assesSment,,prOfessional development) did'not suc-
ceed or could not be sustained. In spite of the cynicism generated by these
past failureS, the chapter presents an optimistic, but practical'vision of sci-
ence education reform.

CHAPTER, 2 examines what effective science educatiOn looks like in real claSs-
rooms and describes with concrete examples the,practices that da,and do
not reflect high-quality inquiry-based teaching. It lays out the general direc-
tion of current reform efforts: moving from a focus on textbooks and discon-
nected facts toward direct and coherent exploration of science concepts
through active student learning.

CHAPTERs 3 through 8 discuss some of the major elements of change in the
system and process of education: planning, leadership, curriculum and
assessment, professional development, financing, and collaborations. These
.chapters explore aspects of reform that are most important for eduCators
who are just beginning a reform process. They are designed only as starting ,

points. CHAPTER 9 focuses on the issue of equity, which infuses each of the
other topics in this monograph. It raises a number of difficult questions that
practitioners continue to struggle with today in every community across this
nation.

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1 VII



Each chapter highlights communities that are actively engaged in science
education reform. ContaCt information is provided for the reader who wishes
to know more. Most chapterS include a set of references and 'suggested read- ,)

ings including guides for understanding inquirrbased science education, ,

innovations in classroom prktice and professional developmentrand criteria
for selecting instructional materials.

CHAPTER 10, the postscript, poses topics in need of more thought and experi-
mentation4ssues suchlas effective use of technology, strengthening teacher
preparation prograths, and methods for evaluating the success of these

presentesent interesting challenges for even the most experienced
educators.

For the reader contemplating a program ol'reform, we hope that this docu-
ment will provide a concrete foundation. But, even for those that have
already begun the process, it -may ignite ideas that lead in new directions.
Ultimately we hope that you, the reader, will go beyond that which is written
hereto rewrite these pages with new and better answers to these chal-
lenges and the many more that await all of us.

r
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C H A P E 3 1

The Cha en e and 'carpiSckilene eform

ew York Times MagaZinereporterSara Mosle capturedlhecurKeritCif
d ' -F4,-1, i

national debate about school reforrnin her October 21;-'4996,'coVers
, (

cover;
story on teaching third graders:why things float. Mosle toldof her,exPeilenCe

,,,
teaching science to students in a poor New York City neighborhood school:'

s. :;:-..
( Describing whatsormded like a chaotic classroom ,"exPetiment," students

1
,

-Were supposed to construct boats froin clay, aluminum foil, Or paper and test
their buoyancy in plastic tubs of water. .

)This, according to Mosle, was an example of "hands'-on inquiry" science.
The philosophybehind the approach was "sound enough," Mosle noted,
"Kids would,act like,real scientists, collect and interpret data, learn the laws
of natUre`through`observation and then write up reports aboilt what they had
discovered:But the theory, as is,Often the case, foundered on the, hard rocks
of practice." ' , . r.

',Worldrig with 32 unruly students and no aide, water sloshed out of the
tubs and wet clay and muddy hands got on everything. Most,of the other
teachers, she later learned, simply derhOnstfated, the experiment in front of
the class and could not belieVe she was actually, letting the students do it
themselves. . ,,, / . )

Mosle concluded in hetarticle, "What Really Matters in.Education," that i,

what her students really needed was not playtime with wet clay but "expo-
sure to scientific vocabulary" and d'toughc comprehensive curriculiirn that\
would provide them with a Wealth of factual knowledge on a wide range of
subjects. Only then could these childrenmany with limited command of

\
.Englishbegin to compete' ivith their Middle-class, suburban counterparts,. ,

"I despaired at theAiscrepancy between what they [the children of her
middle-class friends] and my students knew, and doubted that 'boats' was
going to help bridge the gap. I began to yearn for'the kind of textbooks that I
had once loved as a kid: big, beautiful books that-I liked just holding, smooth-'
ing down their shiny pages of colorful illustrations and photographs,". wrote

i .

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1
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CHAPTER 1 K-8 Science Reform

Mbsle. She went on to argue that the answer to the problem of U.S. public,
education lies in strict, explicit national standards and a national curriculum,
"set in Washington, and monitored in every town and city through testing."

Mos le's argument most likelSimade a lot of sense to many'readers of the
Times Magazine. They probably associated the boats experiment with other'
ideas about "child- centered" classrooms in which kids "have fun" and learn
to "feel, good about themselves." These ideas, often discredited in political
discourse and in the public mind, are seen as diametrically opposite to the
traditional values of the schools most adUlts remember attending=where the

.standards were tough and unambigu-

if changes are to be ,,

long lasting, each and
every component pan of
the system must be
irreversibly and

permanently altered.

ous and the answers to questions were
either right or wrong and could be
found in the back of the 'textbook.

But, what most of Mosle's readers
probably did not realize was thefunda-
mentalcirony in her story. Although the\
boats unit was certainly hands-on; it
was not an example of inquiry -based
sdience(teaching. (See CHAPTER 2 for a
more detailed explanation.) Instead, it'

was an illustration, of what happens when an ill- conceived effort at curricu-
lum reform is imposed on underprepared and'unclersupported teachers
working in difficult conditions. Every third-grade teacher in the district was
required to teach boats. Mo'sle, like many other well-intentioned teachers,
may have lacked critical supports necessary to make inquiry-based science
pay off, such as assistance in teaching science content within the process of
discovery, organizing a lesson for a large group of students, or teaching chil-
dren how to collaborate. It is little wonder that her lesson "foundered."

The deeper moral to'her story lies in a more subtle Sermon on the nature
ti

of change: there are too many complex, interconnected problems present for
any one, simple solutionlike the introduction of a new curriculumto
alter the fundamental dynamics of teaching and learning in the overall educa-
tion system or even a single classroom for that matter. Unfortunately her
prescription of a national curriculurri incorporates the same failing and is,
ultimately, a seductive simplification of what is really needed to transform
AmeriCa's public schools.

'What is the answer then? Clear standards for science education (and in
the other disciplines as well) that give life and meaning to classroom ikac-

2 e FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1



CHAPTER 1 K -8 Science Reform

tice are an important part of the answer, but-real, suStairiable change
demands much more:

,o A transformation of people's beliefs about science education Well-
:.

informed by the Processes of science and by our evolving
understanding of children's ability'to learn complex,
thoilght-proyoking material;

o The creation in each district and school of a clear' vision of effective
Science teaching and a set of goals that reflects this evolving
knowledge.,"

o High-qugity instructional materials that support a coherent
,presentation of important science conceptsand the resources
necessary to-make those materials available to every student;
New kinds of tests that more accurately measure students' deep
understanding of ideas, not just their short-term recall of facts;
A,long-term commitment of professional development to a generation
of educators capable of \turning thiS vision'of teaching and learning
into reality;
A bra4dening of public understanding and support for effective
science education and the development of community partnerships,
that spur' schools, universities, museums, foundations, and
corporations to work toward common, goals;

I Steadfast support from district administrators and policymakers who
recognize the crucial, importance of/local school-based initiatives;

o Enlightened leadei-ship that understands how all of these factors affect T
and depend on each other; and

rn All of these changes happening at the same time. ti

This is the soul of a systemic approach to science education reform: a
wide-angle view of school change that sees all aspects of the system as a
whole. It recognizes that if changes are to be long lasting, each and every
component part of the system must be irreversibly and permanently altered.

We know this to be true in part because of the work of many scholars
and researchers and from past experiences with science education reform. , -

Susan Fuhrman and Diane Massell of the Consortium for Policy Research in
Education describe how promising reforms falter for lack of "coherence"7
that is, n integrated, comprehensive approach to change in which all of the
components are organized around a clear set of desired outcomes and a

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1
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CHAFFER 1 "K-8 Science Reform ,

common vision. David Tyack and William Tobin of Stanford University have,
written about the ways that innovations in teaching are often selectively
implemented and ultimately trivialized. Reformers who wish to avoid this(
fate; they argue, must reach beyond the schools themselves "to involve the
public in a broad commitment to change."

Earlier reform efforts reflected their contemporary currents of education-
(

al policymaking and politics. In the 1960s and 1970s they focused on equity
and the reallocation of funds to
schools in low-income comrnuni,
ties. In the 1980s they focused fir st
on excellence and later on the
demands of teachers for increased
authority and control over class-
room practice. Although these
efforts produced individual success
stories in isolated schools and com-
munities, the overall impact was
negligible on the large majority of
schools and school systems.

Eddcators today face public

10
ecause the concept of

systemk reform
complex and abstract,

educators and\scholars
find it hard to portray it re
terms that resonate with
average citizens.

demands for action that are even more urgent than the warnings of the
famous 1983 report "A Nation,at Risk." Evidence of student achievement in
mathematics, and science suggests that the gaps between the haves' and the
have-nots 'remainespecially when one compares white students with stu-
dents of Color. Changes in the U.S. and world economies have made better
quality science education a requisite for students at all levels of society if
they are to have a chance of prospering in the work force. Isolated successes
in education reform are not enough to sustain progress. Changes must take
root in every community and must reach the great majority of students.,

One of the most daunting obstacles to change is the iridespread
cynicism among teachers about almost any new school reform effort. Robert
Hampel of the University`of Delaware has described how teachers typically
break, into factions whenever schools face deep, systemwide change. The
vanguard teachersthose most committed to changenever make up more
than-25 percent of the faculty, he reports, and often end up pitted against the
cynics, those most outspoken in their skepticism. The resulting divisiveness
and bad feelings can easily sink the most promising reform effort.

Educators whowant to promote effective and lasting improvements need
to recognize that there are legitimate reasons for some of this cynicism.

4

13
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CHAPTER 1 K-8 Science Reform

Mar ly teachers have seen waves of reform come and go over the years and'
have poured their energies into those efforts, only to see them washed away
by the next wave. In this sense, skepticism about reform is not simply a mat-,
ter of stubbornness, insecurity, or laziness--it-is a sign of an under-the-sur-
face yearning for changes that are meaningful, not ephemeral. The enlight-
ened leader will find ways to harness the energy of skepticsby demonstrat- ,

ing, for example, their own steadfast commitment to change even in the face'
of severe setbacks and disappointments.

Systemic reform of,science education is not easy, but there are real rea-
sons for optimism at this jUncture. Though there are no guarantees of suc-
cess, we now have a more realistic picture of the dynamics of change than
we have ever had before. Knowing how hard the work will be is in itself an
,advantage; it thwarts unrealistic expectations. We have some,encouraging
evidence-from the field, as the following chapters of this volume will-show.
No one has as yet put all the pieces together, but a picture is taking shape c

that is capturedtby the many school districts that have made Significant
progress.

Because the concept of systemic reform is complex and abstract, educa-
tors and scholars find it hard to portray it'in terms that resonate with aver-
age citizens. The phrase systemic reform itself, is now widely overused and
in danger of becoming a cliché, hollow in,meaning. Sara Mosle's New York
Times Magaiine article is evidence of how words like hands-on and ,

inquiry, which represent important positive concepts to,science educators,
can easily be associated with poor,teaching and misguided ideas in the pub-

%

lic mind. Once these perceptions are imprinted in the minds of parents and
opinion-leaders, it;becomes difficult to undo them.,

Widespread support for quality science' education hinges on creating a
more informative dialogue between educators, researchers, and the'public.
Educators especially must avoid formulaic jargon and use more direct, clear
language 'in making the case for science education 'reform. All sides must be
willing to engage in a full and open debate about what, works and what does
not work in school reform.

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1 1.4



CHAPTER2

/ /

A Visi u f E ectwe
Education

cience

66 nquiry is a Multifaceted activity that involves making s-

ing.questions; examining books and other sources of infOrmatiOn;td.'-Se
What is already known; planning and donductiniinvestigatiOns; reviewm
what is already known in light' f experimental evidence; using tools,tO7gat
er, analYze, and interpret data; proposing answers, explanations, and'Predic-
tions; and communicating the results," states the National Science Education
Standards published in 1996 by the National Academy of Science.

Inquiry, this simple three-syllable word requires a paragraph to explain'
and a vision to make real. Indeed, the phrase "inquiry -based science educa-
tion" appears everywhere in the language educators use-to redefine the
teaching of science. The older approach to science teaching emphasized the
end pointOf scientific investigations embodied in facts and truths of the text-
book. Students memorized vocabulary, facts, and formulae. They'viewed
demonstrations and repeated canned exercises, calling therrilaboratory
experiments."

Instead, inquiry teaching leads,students to build their understanding of
fundamentalscieritific ideas through direct experience with-materials, by,
consulting books, other resources, and experts, and through argument and
debate among themselves. All this takes place under the leadership of the
classroom teacher.

This process of inquiry is modeled on the scientist's method of discovery:
It views science as a constructed set- of theories and ideas based on the phys-
ical world, rather' than as a collection of irrefutable, disconnected facts. It
focuses on asking questions, considering alternative explanations, and
weighing evidence. It includes high expectations for students to acquire fac-
tual knowledge, but it expects more from them than the mere storage and
retrieval of information.

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1 15 7



RAFTER 2 A Vision of Effective Science Education

The Challenge
, .

Inquiry,based teaching is'a challenge. Contrary to the claims of some
critics, it is not a relinquishing of the teacher's role, nor is it simply messing
about with materials. It is highly' structured teachingbut structured to
allow students to behave in a most fundamental human way, to beInquisi-1

' tive. It requires.a teacher who is knowledgeable about scientific content and
pedagogy,.significant blocks of dedicated classrOom time, a system that sup-
pcirts the teacher's own' 'learning, and high - quality materials and curricula. In
schools where attempts to-imPlement inquiry-based science education have
failed, it is often because one or more of these essential elementSare 'miss-
ing. In these instances, the rhetoric and superficial trappings of reform can
take the place of real change.

Hands-on science is not necessarily goodscience, as evidenced in Mrs.')
GlasSboro'sl elementary school classrooin:

,

Today and for the next several weeks, the children will be studying

organisths and their needs. The topic this week is worms. The children

have read a book about worms and they are writing stories abOut their

feelings'for worms to go With the,pictures they have drawn of worms in

the school yard. On Friday, Mrs. Glassboro brings in a few worms. The

children sit in a circle on the floor, watch the worms, and discuss what

they look,like and what they are doing. They pass the worms around

(forall to. touch. At the end of the day the worms go\back outdoors

/ and the study of worms is complete. c'

-Although one might claim that this teacher is using hands-on methods,
many of the important characteristics of inquiry and effective science teach-

,
-ing are absent, rendering the exercise nearly meaningless for the children.
The teacher offers the students direct experience with worms' only as the
capstone of the exercise. No unifying science concepts about living organ=
isms guide the teaching or, learning, nor are any generalizations Postulated or
testedonly topies relating to the specificscharacteristics,of the earthwOrm
are discussed. There is little opportunity for students to formulate and ask

,
questions, to help shape their own learning, or to debate their ideas with

( -

each other: Rather than Wilding an understanding of basic 'concepts about

,,The names used for the three teachers in this sectionMrs. Glassboro, Mr. Johnson, and Ms.
Hernandezare fictitious, made up only for the purpose of illustration.

8 16 FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1



CHAPTER 2 A Vision of Effective ScienCe Education

living things, they finish their science unit simply having learned a few facts
\

about worms. , , ,,
, --

In Mr. Johnson's class, the hands-on unit with wormscan also be
improved:,

After recess, the students express an interest in worms they found

in the playground. Mr. Johnson provides a,box and Some soil for the_

worms in a corner of the room. When the children have,activity time

they are free to investigate the worms. Someof theM pull worms from

the box and look at them with a magnifying glass, nthers try to make

them race, still others try to feed them bits of food. The teacher places

books abOut worms 'nearby. Over the 3 weeks that the worms are,in

the classroom,'Mr. Johnsonperiodically asks the children to report

what Jhey have seen or done with the worms, which lie charts on an

'easel,for all to See. Twice he asks that the worms be the subject of his

Students' daily journals, At the end of 3 weeks, the children release.the

creatures in the playground,)concluding the unit on earthworms.

Again, too few of the critical components of effective science teaching
are present in Mr. Johnson's classrodm to' consider this a successful inquiry-
based learning experience. While the students had anopportunitytto explore
and investigate the worms-3 weeks is a sufficient block of timethe
teacher provided almosino guidance, had no clear set of Conceptual goals,
and had no coherent plan to' make the hands-on unit work.

As is clear from the tale of Johnson's class, not all student questions,
observations, and investigations result in VorthWhile learning pursuits. It is
Up to the teacher to provide structure to the students' inquiry and to support
their exploration of only those questions that will yield valuable insights into
the scientific concepts under discussion.

In yet another classroom, Ms. Hernandez' second-graders have been ,
working on an interdisciplinary thematic unit on world environments and
endangered species. However, sometimes themes can obscure the underlying
scientific concepts.

After reading a chapter in the textbook, the children were,put in ^

groups of four and asked to choose a specific environment to illustrate.

Six large paintings now 'adorn the WindOws, labeled "tundra," "plains,"

",woodland," "desert," "rain forest," and "alpine." During the second

week of the unit, the teacher selected a few activities on habitats so

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1 9
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CHAPTER 2 A Vision of Effective Science Education.

'the students could discuss the.concept of completeness and examine

,their loCal environment.

Later, the class turned to endangered species. Each group selected

a species as the subject of a research project; the resulting

mini-reports and diagrams are posted on the classroom bulletin board.

As a finale; the students are making their classroom into a rainforest.

A tape plays rain forest noises. Books are strewn about. One group of

students cuts large tropical trees out of butcher paper. Another makes,

long, hanging vines. Atiiird paints life-size, parrot-like birds a brilliant

red: The work is done. The children are ready to invite their parents

and schoolmates to visit the rain forest.

Ms. Hernandez' classroom exhibits some components of inquiry-based
science, but the emphasis arid focus are not appropriate for the develop-
mental age of the children. Students of this age find it difficult to deeply
understand themes of endangered species and world environments. The intel-
lectual scale of the effort is immense; the global distances tremendous:
Likewise, there are countless scientific lessons crammed in "among the vines, ,

plants, and animals without a critical focus on a tightly knit set of basic ideas.
Although built on hands-on activities, there is no process of inquiry

,

forming the lesson's base. The children have not had the opportunity to
investigate these ideas through direct experience. Their learning sterns only
from secondary sources. The time spent doing scientific investigations and
deVeloping an underStanding of habitats and their relationships to organ-
ismsboth critical to understanding extinctionis small compared to the
time spent reproducing words, pictures, and diagrams from library and. other
materials. Moreover, although connected in a broad sense,-the activities do'
not interlock in ways that permit the understanding of larger, more profound
scientific principles.

The Promise
What does an effective inquiry-based science class look like? Ms. Stroin

uses a well-designed curriculum guide to teach a unit on habitats. Ms.

Hudicourt-Barnes leads her students down the path of a lengthy and fruitful
investigation by asking a good question about drinking water. Both examples
demonstrate what inquiry-based science education can and should be.'

10

Ms. Strom's goal for the unit on habitats is to reinforce her,third

graders' growing knowledge of the basic needs of living things while

18 FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1



CHAPTER 2 A Vision of Effective Science Education

)

developing in the students a ba'sic understanding of the relationship

between aryorganism_and its habitat. As an initial part of the 6-week
(

unit, students investigated habitats around the school; fOcusing,their

attention' on a few organisms:

By the fourth week of the unit, they have reviewed the basic needs

of living things and have, by beginning with themselves and their own

needs, explored the idea of complete and incomplete habitats:Then,

in smallgrOups,.they looked closely at the'needs and habitats of living

organisms found within 2-foot-square plots in the area around the

school. Througnsmall- and large-group discussions, the recording of

observations and data in their science notebooks, trips to the media

center for reference books and other resources, and consultations with

scientists over the Internet, the children's ideas began to crystallize.

They began seeing how organisms are 'adapted to conditions in their

habitat and how those habitats provide the organism with the

resources necessary to meet its basic needs.

On this particular day Ms: Strom,begins a component of the unit in

which thestudents will build small terraria to temporarily house insects

they have seen outdoors. The terraria will allow the students to study'

more closely how organisms are adapted to habitats. She,,begins with

a discussion of the project and guides the students into thinking about

a number of issues as they 'plan to construct the temporary homes. As

Ms: Strom reviews with the students what they have learned, she is

also assessing her students' readiness to pull together the\knowledges

gained over the past few weeks.

The studentS then divide into their groups to decide which creatures

they will collect and to plan terraria to meet the creatures' needs.

Toward the end Of class, the groups present their ideas and terrarium

designs to each other for class discussion and critique.. Ms: Strom

takes an active role in this discussion, raising Critical questions.'Several

of the groups revise and refine their plans'. Later, they gather the mate-

rials and capture the creatures. Over the next four classes the students

2 Portions of this section have been taken, with permission, verbatim from a'report titled
"Cheche Konnen: Scientific Sense-making in Bilingual Education" in Hands On (Spring 1992, Vol.
15, No. 1), a newsletter produced by TERC, an organization that works to improve educatiOn. The
report was written by Ann Rosebery, Beth Warren, Faith Conant, and Josiane Hudicourt-Barnes
about work done under the auspices of the Cheche-Konnen project by Ms. Hudicourt-Barnes'
Haitian Creole bilingual classroom at the Graham and Parks Alternative Public School in
Cambridge, MA. The other teacher mentioned in this'sectionMs. Stromis fictitious, made up
only for the purpose of illustration.
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will observe their creatures closely, both within their temporary homes

and in small bug boxes. At the conclusion of the exercise the student

teams will present what they havelearned, the class will discuss their

findings, Ms. Strom will bring conceptual clOsure to the project, and

the creatures will then be released into their natural habitats.

Ms. Strom's classroom demonstrates important characteristics of
inquiry -based science teaching. Using a written guide from an eStablished
curriculum, she,carefully follows the story line so that her students' under-
standing of the underlying biological concepts builds logically in both scope
and sequence. The students' inquiry is supported through secondary sources
such as electronic media: Their investigations begin by making connections
to their own environment. ,

She is careful to allow time for the students to make entries in their
1

notebooks and to ,discuss their work in both small and large groups. This, ,

together with her constant:informal interventions with students, allows her
to continuously assess 'the, children's state of knOwledge and to alter her
paCing of the unit accordingly.

Ms. Strom's' third-grade class has been able to make logical conclusions
about habitats based on their own direct experience in this tightly designed
unit. For Ms. HudiCourt-Barnes' older 'students, inquiry takes 'on more
advanced features; a more open direction, and proves itself to be a matter of
taste:

12

'Ms. Hudicourt-Barnes, teacher of a combined seventh-'and

eighth-grade bilingual class of Haitian youngsters, Watched as her stuT
,

dents streamed in from gym class one February day only to race off to

a far -away third -floor water fountain. She wondered why no one

stopped to drink from the much closer, first-floor fountain. After .

observing the same behavior several times, she asked a few of the

students why.. All instantly replied that the waterwas "better" on the

third floor. Ms. Hudicourt-Barnes ,challenged them .to prove that this

belief; apparently shared by most of the seventh and eighth grade, was

really true; and if true, to explain why.

The students set out to deternine if they really preferred the

third -floor water by designing.a blind taste test of water samples from

'the first-, second-, and third-floor fountains. They found.that two-thirds

of then) chose the water from the first floor in the blind test,

although every one of them had previously claimed,to prefer the

third-floor's water.
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The students did not believe their results) Further discussion

revealed that. the kids firmly believed that the first-floor fountain was the

worst because "all the little kids slobber in it." (The first-floor fountain is

near, the kindergarten and first-grade classrooms.) Ms,.

Hudicourt-Barnes was also suspicioUs of the test results, because she

had expected no differences among the three fountains. These suspi-

cions motivated the class to conduct a second taste-test with a larger

sample of tasters drawn from the other seventh- and eighti-grade

classes.

The students decided where,,when, and how to run the experi-

ment. They discussed methodological issues: howIto collect the water,

how to riidethe identity of the sources, and, crucially, hoW many foun-

\ tains to include in the test. They decided to draw Irorn the same three

fountains as before, so they could compare reSults of the two rounds

of tests. They worried about bias' in the voting process: what if some

students voted more than Once? Each student took responsibility for

piece of the experiment. :About 40 students from other classes partici:

pated. When 'the data were analyzed, the results were similar to the

earlier test: 88 percent of the students thought they preferred-water
,

from the third floor,'but in the test, 55 percent actually chose at ethewater

friom the first floor.- ,

Faced with this evidence, the students' suspicion turned to curiosi

ty. Why was the water from the first-floor-fountain preferred? How

could they determine the cause of the preference? Earlier in the year

the class had completed a unit' on water and the water cycle. In con-

junctiOn with the unit they had worked with\the local water resources

agency and studied where their water came from-and how it was

cleaned and Monitored. They hadthe tools and understanding to apply

to this new problem, and decided to analyze the school's water along

several dimensions, including 'acidity, salinity, temperature, and bacteria.,

levels.

They found that all the fountains had unacceptably high levels of

bacteria. In fact, the popdlar third-floor fountain had the highest bacte-

ria count of the lot. They also found that the water on the first floor

was 20 degrees cooler than the water on the other floors. Based, on

these findings, they concluded that temperature was probably a decid-

ing factor in the blind taste-test results. They theorized that the water

was cooled naturally as it sat in-the city's uiderground pipes and,

warmed, as it flowed from the basemeri to the third floor.
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Ms. Hudicourt-Barnes was delighted with what had come from the

initial taste-test idea. Her students had eagerly used computers to

analyze their data and write their reports. She was also pleased by the

level and quality. of interaction between her bilingual class and the

monolingual classes.

Ms. Hudicourt-Barnes has a year-long planned science curriculum,,
including the study of water. But her plan is flexible enough to allow stu-
dents to pursue an unplanned inquiry in considerable depth.. Her classroom
offers the materials and tools needed for investigations. She is willing to
share responsibility for-learning with her students, thereby encouraging

CHANGING EMPHASES
The National Science Education Standards envision change throughout
the system. The teaching standards encompass the following changes in emphases:

Less Emphasis On

Treating all students alike and responding to
the group as a whole

Rigidly following curriculum

Focusing on student acquisition of
information

Presenting scientific knowledge through
lecture, text, and demonstration

Asking for recitation of acquired knowledge

Testing students for factual information at
the end of the unit or chapter

Maintaining responsibility and authority

Supporting competition

Working alone

More Emphasis On

Understanding and responding to individual
student's interests, strengths, experiences,
and needs

Selecting and adapting curriculum

Focusing on student understanding and use
of scientific knowledge, ideas, and inquiry
processes

Guiding students in active and extended
scientific inquiry

Providing opportunities for scientific
discussion and debate among students

Continuously assessing student
understanding

Sharing responsibility for learning with
students

Supporting a classroom community with
cooperation, shared responsibility, and
respect

Working with other teachers to enhance the
science program

National Research Council. (1996). National Science Education Standards. Washington, DC:
National Academy Press.
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, thought and reflection, but she also questions and challenges their work and
demands evidence and argument to support their assertions.

The Debate Continues
A vigOrous debate is currently The tunder way about the most effective cullren

ways to teach science. Two critical inquiry-based science
areas in this debate are the importance reform et oil values depth
of content versus process and the
nature of, effective instruction. E. D. of and erstvindinig of basic
Hirsch, author of The Schools We. Need, concepts, learning
argues that content has taken a back
seat to process in progressive educa- the process of dcienti

) tion, and that so-called direct instruc- ' inquiry, and students'
tion ispreferable to inquiry -based rteaching. In an issue of the Am' erican asSuming sign ycant
Educator he attacks constructivist responsibility for
reforms and cites research to dernon-, their own learning.'
strate the superiority of direct instruc-
tion and the acquisition of faCtual knowledge.

"The only general principle that seems to emerge from process-outcome
research on pedagogy," writes Hirsch, "is that focused and guided instruction
is 'far more effective than naturalistic, disCovery, learn at your own pace
instruction." He argues the need for,studentS to learn substantial' content and
not simply the process of science and hoW to learn. The conclusion from
cognitive research," he states, "shOws that there is an unavoidable interde-
pendence between rational and factual knowledge and that teaching a broad,
range'of factual knowledge is essential to effective thinking both within
domains and among domains" (Hirsch:1996).

Hirsch is certainly not wrong, but he and other critics are in danger of
setting up a false dichotomy of content versus process.' Neither is the
answer. Teaching that concentrates solely on one and ignores the other is not
helpful to students.

Science teaching embraces a wide range of methods. At one- end of the
Continuum is the classroom in which knowledge is defined by the text and
students learn)from readings and lectures. Their success depends on under-

.
standing the requirements of the teacher and learning terms and formulae. ,

On the-other end of the continuum is open exploration of materials with lit-
tle guidance or structure. Hirsch does not advocate the first extreme; he'
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admits a place for inquiry in science education and the need for students to
take some responsibility for their learning. Responsible reformers also dis-

t

Miss the extremes in favor of the middle ground, suggesting that the current'
changes in science teaching involve a shifting of emphasis along this
continuum. The National Science Education Standards call for more or less
emphasis on certain instructional strategies as they advocate this Move
down the continuum.

The heart of the disagreement is about where the proper balance should
be. Those who see a need for more emphasis on content will give students
less time for investigation, debate, and argument than those who value these
processes and who aim for deeper understanding of fewer topics. The latter,
will give more time to small-group work, argument, and debate, and less time
to textbooks and library research.

The current inquiry-based science reform effort values depth of under-
standing of basic concepts, learning the process of scientific inquiry; and
students' assuming significant responsibility for their own learning. There is
a balance of content and process in inquiry-based science, 'but teachers who
hold these values may differ in their methods. The character of each class7
room emerges from the decisions of teachers and from the rich diversity of
individual and school systems.

It is not enough for reform-minded educaiors to turn to the standards, to
the research, or to a particular curriculum for answers. We see today many
examples of good inquiry-based science teaching, but also many examples of
"hollow inquiry," practice that is called inquiry but has few of its essential
characteristics. Educators must first understand their own values and engage
in their own inquiryto develop a deep understanding of their communities'
needs and goals for rich, vital science education.

References
Hirsch, E.D. (1996). Reality's revenge: Research and ideology. American

Educator, Fall: 4-6, 31-46.
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Pll rannyca for Chan

he bridge connecting the vision for reform with all otliertlar.t0;;Of
system leadership, curriculum, instruction, asgesgniehf;'profeSOri.

development, finance, evaluation,,andeqUityLis, the for change.
Continuous, thoughtful planning can help launch the vision, `keep

participants On track, and keep short- and long-term goals in constaritView..
The proceSs requires; planners to reflect on their work and to involve diverse
stakeholders. The result is a clear, sense of group, purpose, shared eigiecta-
tions,,and ultimately a higher leVel of support arid buY -in for the reform
effort.

,

/aluable plans are the
result of a cioss-s,ection

of peoplle, inside and

puiside the school.

System, working together

with a common goal.

The most valuable plans for science
education reform build upon other
strategic planning efforts in the district.
The one's'most likely to,be taken seri-
ously are those that are integrated with
other major district efforts: There may
be many existing plans or a set of plan-
ning efforts taking place simultaneous-
ly in a school or district on any number
of topics such as desegregation, special
education, magnet schools, bilingual

education, performance-based accreditation, program quality review, and )

efforts to improve students'lest scores. But, to become a truly successful
venture, science education reform planning must become part of the whole,
rather than an add-on. The goal is clear: ease the'work of educatorsAo not
make it more difficult.

Valuable plans are the result of a cross-section of people, inside and out-
side the school system, working together with a common goal of improving
all students' access to high-quality science programs. Planning by a leader-
ship teaminvolving the district's educators, policymakers, parents,
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community representatives, and often university faculty--typically focuses
on developing

o a vision;
-o goals and objectives for inquiry-based instruction;
o an overall approach and specific steps for district and school

implementation;
o a district- framework that outlines what students should know;
o a Process for evaluating progress toward program and student goals

using a range of methods including student outcome-data; and
o a realistic timetable.

In placesrwhere science reform is progressing, there is usually a compre-
hensive long-range plan. Unfortunately, there are still too few examples of
successes within these long-range reform efforts because many have.only
'recently been launched. But if there is any single lesson to be learned from
them, it is that there is no single right approach. Effectivecplans reflect the,
uniqueness of their commintifiestheir problems and resources. This is not
to say that nothing is known about what leads to successful planning. Much
has been learned from the experiences of those who have gone before. Their
recommendations and cautions should be considered whenplanning reform.

Planning teams should begin by examining practices, policies, pro-
grams, and research that can inform the district's thinking and
decisionmaking about science reform. c

The best district-wide planning approaches tap the unique expertise of
team members and reflect the district's own way of doing things. However,
practitioners have identified several activities that are 'valuable for everyone
because they help 'to determine district needs and the strategies school sys-
tems can use to meet initial goals for science education reform. It is usually
important to give attention to the national context as well as the state's and
district's unique situation, history; current'status, and rescnirceav,ailable for
science education.

To assess the national situation, districts can.examine national standards
for science as well as the most recent and compelling research on child
learning, instructional strategies, and assessment. Planning team members
often identify and, if possible, visit districts across the country that are
implementing inquiry-based science programsparticularly those districts
that have similar student populations or those 'that have made science a high

18
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priority. In these communities, team members can see how science has been
made a core subject, how teachers receive weilklesigned professional devel-
opment (see CHAPTER 6), and how sufficient financial support (see CHAPTER '7)

has been made available. In,addition to
looking at other school systems, dis-
tricts often contact professional associ- Contaet with exPerienced
rations and other known experts to
learn about nationally validated inStruc- practitioners nationally
tional materials that align WithScience and 'statewide is perhaps

,standards, promote problem-solving
and critical thinking, and serve as one of the most critical
examples of good practice. aspects p)f planning.

At the state level, planning teams
will often review the agenda for sci-
ence education. The state science framework or'objectives and the status of
statewide assessments in science for elementary, middle, and high school
students are often studied. Options for Statewide professional development
in science content knowledge and pedagogy and the status of newly evoliring
teacher certification programs or teacher preparation programs at the local \
colleges,and universities are given attention. Again, team members may iden-
tify and visit schools and districtsthis time within the statethat are
implementing inquiry-based science programs that are aligned with. state
frameworks.

Equally important is to assess the district's current science program
across all schools and grade' levels. This may not 'be as easy as one might
initially expect because of the autonomy many schools have in matters of
curriculum and instruction. Therefore, planning team members need to be
careful in determining howto examine the current condition of science edu-
cation in, the district and how to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses. The
identification and input of teacher leaders and strong principal's is important
at this phase. Likewise, it is critical to assess the actual and perceived needs
for change and potential barriers, to change. Such assessments can take the
form of surveys, questionnaires, peer observations, and examination of stu-
dent work.

Contact with experienced practitioners nationally and statewide is per-
haps one of the most critical aspects of planning. Howard Nadler, science
coordinator in New York City's Community School District 5, explains: "It
was especially helpful to us to talk to people who were engaged in the
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SMART PLANNING IN NEW YORK CITY

With a boost from the National Science

Foundation, planning has begun to pay off

for New York City Community School

Districts 3 and 5. The districts have been

reorganizing all of their elementary schools

to reflect the teaching and learning model

of what they call the "SMART Process." But,

the planning really started even earlier with

a vision. Explains Howard Nadler, co-project

director, "prior to getting the planning grant

both districts had decided inquiry-based

instruction was what we wanted to do, with

whatever resources we had."

"In each school we developed

school-based literacy teams. From the

beginning we were trying to say science

was a vehicle for overall literacy." Nadler

and the other project director, Howard

Berger, are now working to link the science

and mathematics reform with other district

goals. "We've tried to formalize that

process this year with two three-day insti-

tutes called Science Links to Literacy,"adds

Nadler.

The co-leaders and their colleagues

developed a check list for their SMART

planning process:

Identify and bring stakeholders (inter-

nal and external) together into a plan-

ning team.

Look for funding sources (e.g., plan-

ning grants), if district resources are

limited, that will support a comprehen-

sive planning process.

Conduct an assessment of best sci-

ence education practices, programs,

and policies.

Based on the results of the assess-

ment, create a shared vision, establish

goals, and plan specific steps to reach

the vision and goals.

Identify funding sources to initiate and

sustain systemic science reform.

Establish a plan for communicating

goals with parents and the community

at large.

Build partnerships with business, high-

er education, and other community

organizations.

Nadler and Berger used their initial

seed money to support a year of planning

that included a self-study and making visits

to several districts already engaged in sys-

temic reform. Then, the two districts sub-

mitted a proposal for an NSF Local

Systemic Change Through Teacher

Enhancement project and were funded to

initiate their reform. "It's not been easy,"

but Nadler remains optimistic. "If we can

make it in New York...we'll make it any-

where!"

process. Reading is helpful, but it was more useful to sit ,down and talk with
someone and ask the hard questions. We visited sites of current NSF projects
so we could pick their brains about the lessons learnedand some that were
not learned."
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. ,

The plan should be realistic, with concrete steps and clear
descriptions of individual and institutional responsibilities and
commitments.

A usefid plan is more than just abroad statement visiOn. It also spells
out where the project is going in specific terms, who is going to:do what
when, and how' they are going to get the support they need to accomplish 1

stated goals. The plan must include mechanisms for,tracking progress toward
the specific goals and evaluating the success of the program over time.

In some districts; progress has been slowed because plans were vague,
lacked clear commitments, or the assignment of resporibility was too'dif-
fuse. In-one district, for example, the prograrnimplemented leadership devel-
opment, staff development, curriculum restructuring, partnership alignments,
and 'other components of its plan. But financial setbacks and other problems
in the district delayed the distribution of materials for several years. Many
teachers who were eager, to implement new, practices were not able to do, so.
Clearer. commitMents and responsibilities regarding alignment of financing
materials and professional deVelopment could have helped prevent this loss
of momentum.

Other districtg have had-difficulties because their plans were incomplete.
Effective plans addressimany different areas including, but not limited to,

o time devoted to.kience instruction for all students;
o school and district-based support for 'science;
o curriculum materials; /

instructional models;
o assessment approaches; ,

materials management;
o support for teachers' knowledge of science'content;.and

.o' the assessment of student learning outcomes.

Within each of these areas, there are often multiple tasks. 'In planning
professional development, for example, team' leaders need toinclude more
than pedagogy. -They also must include leadership development, assistance
with science content, and anunderstanding of how students learn science.
As one district leader commented, "It needs to, all happen at once and that
makes it difficult."
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Such planning can be time consuming. "Time for thinking and planning is
the biggest barrier," says Linda Gregg, administrative specialist for K-5 math-
ematics and science in Las Vegas. And yet the benefits that result from time
well invested are enormous. Participants gain a deeper understanding of,the
reform, becOme more committed to taking action, and develOp the trust and
relationships essential to sustaining and furthering change.

The plan should be a "living" document that evolves with changing
conditions in the community. ,

Plans must be flexible and planning processes continuous in order to take
advantage of the changes that are sure to result from the reform program
itself. As a reform takes hold, new needs arise. For example, professional
development must advance along with teachers' growing expertise. Budgets,
too, have .to accommodate change over time. Gil Turchin, special assistant/to
the superintendent in New York City Community School District 3 notes, "As
we scale up our, commitment to more schools, we have to pay_teacher-facili-
tators, buy kits for each classroom, buy libraries related to each science. We
expect to increase our financial commitment by 25' percent a year." Linda
Gregg in Las Vegas adds, "Our project istmultidlinensional'and we're just

Science educators need to

do a better job of engaging

community support by

giving the public an

accurate portrayal of
the oak of reform.

learning how to define that--going
from small group planning to.broad
group planning and back to the small
group. Back and forth. It never stops."

-Districts are in constant change.
Superintendents come and go.
Community 'demographics change. This
may require revisiting the leadership
roles assigned in the plan or it may
mean reexamining the treatment of
topics within the plan. Although unan-

ticipated change will surely come, the plan can lend greater stability to dis-
tricts in timesOf change than if no plan had existed. Moreover, the plan itself
can act as an impetus for discussion, delineating changed responsibilities
and evaluating progress of the program. When new voices come along, plans
help in getting the Ibuy-in necessary for sustaining reform. "I don't think
we've ever felt like we were done. We are constantly modifying what we're
doing based on the feedback [of those joining the process]," explains Sam
Alessi, associate superintendent for curriculum, development, and evaluation
in Buffalo.
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PLANNING UNIFIES SAN FRANCISCO

When the University of California, San

Francisco (UCSF) received a teacher

enhancement grant from the National

Science Foundation to train 100 new teach-

ers in kit-based science-inquiry instruction,

there were already two ongoing science

education reform projects in the San

Francisco district. The two earlier pro-

jectsone funded by the San Francisco
Education Fund and the U.S. Department of

Education to develop a district-wide group

of teacher leaders, the other, an

Exploratorium project previously supported

by NSF to provide individual teachers with

deeper knowledge of inquiry-based teach-

inghad similar and complementary goals.
Despite this, there had been no real

coordination among the different initiatives;

but after a series of meetings between the

three groups, positive results began to

emerge. "Once the focus shifted away from

1

the programs and onto the needs of the

kids, people were able to leave their egos

behind," says Annabelle Shrieve, formerly

the director of the UCSF project and now at

Education Development Center, about how

their work fit together. "It was just a lot of
give and take," notes Shrieve, "each project

had something to offer an integrated plan."

The Exploratorium had the resources of a

big museum; the university had scientists,

labs, and an affiliated hospital; the San

Francisco Education Fund had teachers with

more highly developed scientific back-

grounds.

Basic trust first had to be established

among the three groups as they struggled

to get past some obstacles. But today, the

three projects are no longer distinct. They

have integrated into one unified plan to

support elementary science education

reform in the entire City of San Francisco.

There should be one unified plan that integrates all science activir
ties in a school or district. This plan should be consistent with, or
integrated with, plans for other subject areas and the school's or
district's overall plan for r:eform.

Most successful districts avoid the project mentality, seeing reform as a
collection of projects, and, instead, focus on systemic reform as a big pic-
ture, a unified, inclusive view of science within the context of the school

\ district's more far-reaching goals and objectives, policies, and programs:
The plan for science must itself be comprehensive and coherent, and

must,in turn be consistent with broader district goals. Some schools, for
example, are science rich. They have science fairs, museum programs, field
trips, science enrichment programs, professional science consultants, and a
menu of workshops for teachers. Though numerous, these activities are
often just activitiesfragmented and independent, building deep understand-
ing of science in neither teachers nor students. Instead, schools and districts
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need a unified plan that aligns everythingsto the core curriculum andfilie,
broader goals of the program.

In places where site-based planning and decisionmaking are high priori-
,

ties, curriculum, professibnal development, and assessment may vary from
school to school. In many of these districts, in fact, there are two parallel

, plans a district plan and a site-based plan. Though this has the advantage of
promoting local ownership of the reforni effort, it can create problems for I

Planning, implementation, and program evaluation. It is up to district andd
site-based educators to figure out how to connect each school's priorities
with district expectations for implementation and student outcomes while
making sure to meet mandates in the district's required plans for such pro-
grams as Title 1, special education, and bilingual education.

The process of creating a unified plan is sometimes frustrating and ardu-
ous,, but,'if nothing else, it helps to illuminate the compatibility and tensions
that exist between pieces of the plan,and the district's larger goals:

The plan should be defensible to those likely to question it.
Parents, the public at large, and other educators are often skeptical or

distrustful of arguments for inquiry-based science instruction. Some may
object to-using textbooks as resources instead of as the drivers of instruc-
tion, or classrooms where children are moving about talking to each other. J,
Active classrboms often involve a kind of planned chaos, but to parents it
may seerniike chaos nonetheless. Some parents may want their childrerrto
learn science in the old way the way they were taught. Or they may Want
their children to use textbooks, knowing that college courses are often orga-
nized this way.

Somewhere, somehow, or at sometime, the case for science, reform will
have to be made and a defensible plan will,become a necessity. Linda Gregg
argues that science educators need to do a better job of 'engaging community
support by giving the public an accurate portr4a1 of the goals of reforni. Her
efforts in Las Vegas encountered opposition frOin those who 'favored a back-

/
to-basics approach to teaching.

A strategic approach to planning helped Gregg. "DiscussiOn is not a bad
thing," she says. "It has sharpened our vocabulary and ide'ntified 'red flag'
w,ords.Knowing your contextual community helps. Then you can refine the
language you use in describing what you do. We try not to use the wordJ .

`reform.' Some people are willing tb look at 'practices,' but saying 'reform'
implies you're taking a side."
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\I I'
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I

3

1 Others make the case-\ for inquiry=based science by suggesting that it, is an
) , i

avenue to-more equitable practice. Teaching science this way creates class -,
rooms in which, all students; not' just a seleCt few, can lerri science. Others'

\.

j demonstrate how inquiry-based teaching in science actually empowers chil-
dren to learn, the benefits of which, can carry over to other discipline§ (see
CHAPTER ). _

Perhaps the most basic aspect of the plan is a clear' communication strat-
egy.) One approach to improving communication, for example, is to shOW

-parents what really takeSplace in the classroom. At parent Meetings, stu-
dents can set"up:materials and lead their' parents through investigatiOns.

'Partnerships can be built with"museumS'and other community organizations
that not only increase the credibility of school's refornis; but will
[benefit the community's understanding ,(see CHAPTER8): Another strategy '

to engage university faculty members and scientists as collaborators and
spbkeSpeople. Whatever strategy is used, making the caSefoi science educa-

\tionrequires project leadeis to be savvy. As one seasoned educator pointed
out, "It'is essential to knoW the agenda of those in power. if you can gain
their support especially. financial sUpport-T-the public is more likely to
'come.alOng.",, N

PLANNING RECAP

1. Planning teams should begin by examining practices, policies, pro-
grams, and research that can inform the district's thinking and deci-
sionmaking about science reform.

2. The plan should be realistic, with concrete steps and clear descrip-
tions of individual and institutional responsibilities and commitments.

3. The plan should be a "living" document that evolves with changing
conditions in the community.

4. There should be one unified plan that integrates all science activities
in a school or district. This plan should be consistent with, or inte-
grated with, plans for other subject areas and the school's or district's
overall plan for reform.

5. The plan should be defensible to those likely to question it.
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d irs

veryone talks about the importance of leadership for successful
'i change, and there is no doubt that without it, reform m science-or4

other aspect of education will not. happen. Leadership implies change an
Movement. To lead is to move a group in a specified direction. Without leailer-
Ship there is no purposeful change. Without change thereiS no re-forinWg.

Yet there 'is enormous confusion about what leadership really is. Many;:
peOple assume that leadership is what leaders do, and that educational lead-

, ers are, naturally, the people in positions of authorityprimarily district and
school administrators and supervisors. Much research into the prdcess of
educational changeas well as they experience and testimony of teachers=
tells us that this is an overly narrow, cliserhpowering viewpoint. One need
only look as far as the, nearest top-down reform effort. These, based solely
on directives from administrators, 'simply do not work very' often.

Those who believe that leaderShip means the communication of a ibis-
sion from the leader to school personnel are omitting a crucial element of
organizational dynamics. Real leadership can be exercised by people at all
levels Of an organization, whether or not they hold formal authority for mak-
ing policy or day-to-day decisions.

, For schools, this means that the superintendent, assistant superintendent,
science coordinator, principals, teachers, parents, students, and other mem-.
bers of the community can all exercise leadership, with varying levels of
authority and responsibility:Indeed, systemic:school reform is so complex

,and so difficult that real progress often depends on having as many people as
possible take responSibility for making it happen.

This is not easy. In many districts,where. decisions have typically been
made centrally, for example, there is talk Of "flattening the organization" and
"empowering teachers." Many teachers are skeptical of such talk, having
lived through earlier periods of "shared leadership" that often left them with
the responsibilitybut little of the authOrity or power. Those engaged in
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change shoilld systematically consider the relationship. between responsi-
bility, authority, pOwer, and leadership; and hOw to engage the whole/corn-

\
munity of leaders in that Process.

Leadership in the systemic reform model is the sharing of authority and
power sof that others gain a meaningful degree,of control over their own
work. Leadership also means being able to reflect honestly and critically on
one's own.practices and being' willing to reconsider and perhaps change
some deeply held beliefs. In this chapter, practitioners who have been active-
ly ly engaged in systemic science education reform offer some lessons that
emerged from their experience with leadership. ,

Exercising leaderhip requires decision-making power or direct
access to decisionmakers. '

1

Leaders of science reform efforts must understand how the system, works
and know how,to interact with people at all levels (U.S. Department of

Education, 1996). This means figuring
out what systems are in place, how
those systems are structured, and
where the science reform initiatite fits
in. The next steps are identifying what,
has to be modified, and how that might

Leadership in the
systemic reform 'model is

the sharing of authority
and power so that others
gain-a.m,eczninc i it degree

.'of control over their

own work.

happen. Negotiating this kind of author-
,ity can, be tricky, but it is essential:

One science coordinator reports
that in his community, no reform effort
has credibility unlesslhe suPerinten-
dent personally endorses it and reiter-
ates support on a regular basis. The

Challenge facing the science coordinator, however, was'firiding a way to'
develop the widespread, grassroots supportin the program necessary to
ensure its sustainability. That kind of leadership could not come from a

c.
superintendent's mandate. ,

Another coordinator had the opposite problem. She had successfully
developed support for the program from teachers and school administrators
across the district. Her frustration came from the fact that the people above-
her lacked deep understanding of the reform, a prerequisite of vision that is
necessary to drive the right'decisions. Decisions were ultimately made any-
way, this time based on political reasons, which led to negative impacts,on
the program and serious ripple-effects. Her leadership challenge was to find'
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a way to persuade the peOple in authority to make the right decisions.
"Without some measure of autonomy, some ability to_make decisions on

behalfof, their colleagties...teacher leaders cannot create effective positions,"
Writes Pat Na..§10 (1994, In some cases,/access to decision-making power is
accomplished by including teacher leaders in the planning of a reform pro-
gram-from the beginning. Annabelle,Shrieve, formerly with theSan Francisco
City Science project, Points out, "it shouldn't-be the central office deciding

. that the teacher leaders should do this or that The teacher leaders shoUld
contribute to the discussion about what they will be (thingwhat they feet
comfortable dOing.",District-level leaders needitohsten closely to what those
teachers are saying and, at times, "they might have to take a risk,",says
Shrieve. "That's hard for' central officestaff." '

Those withfiecision-Making power, or formal authority are sometimes not
effective leaders: "Lots of people who have titles may be; exerting manage-
ment,' says Sam Alessi, the associate superintendent in Buffalo, "butthey
aren't exerting leadership!' Paradoxically, teachers,who exercise leadership
in more informal,Ways are often more successful. Melva Greene in the
BaltimOre City public SchOols has noticed two. kinds of teachers involved iii
reform: "The ones who do' it themsehies, and the ones who are able to.influ-
ence others to do it."' The ones who do it themselves teach science in their
own classrooms, havea sense of What is goOd for Children, and provide a
grounding or reality check for their colleagues. The others, the informal lead-
ers, step outside their own classroom's and begin toyersuade others that
inquiry-based,science is good for their children.

,John Cafarella, diector of science New York City CommunitySchool
,District 6, has found that thesome of thmost effective leaders in his distriCt
lead in subtle ways, such as through example. They have the knowledge, but
they don't tell people what to do,"; he says., "They make the experience come
alive for the participants."

SchoOl and district personnel who want to exercise leadership are
helped by having clearly defined responsibilities, adequate support,
and opportunities to do their work.

Most communities begiruung a systemic science education reform effort
need to identify those who will take responsibility at the outset for planning,
communication, and,professional development. As an initiative begins, hoW-

,

ever, there can be a great deal of confuSion about these roles. The leaders
themselves may not know exactly what kind of support and authority they
will have. Often, other teachers and administrators do not clearly understand
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MORE THAN BOUTIQUES IN NEW YORK

In offering advice about identifying

leaders, John Cafarella, the director of sci-
ence for New York City Community District

6, says, "don't make the mistakes we

made." During the first years of professional

development for point lead teachers,

District 6 offered college credit and enrolled

people in the course, but there was no way

to hold them to a commitment back in their
schools.

Identifying and supporting leaders was

successful, but only in isolated waysthey

had what Carafella calls, "boutiques of suc-

cess." In other words, the district was not
on a trajectory toward sustained, systemic

change. This year, they decided to focus on

full-time teacher-leaders they call science
facilitators. The facilitators customize their

support to each school and locus on build-

ing leaders at each site. This approach has

proven successful and is increasing confi-

dence that they are headed toward sus-

tained change.

what the leaders are supposed to do. Clear descriptions of these roles are
essential (Carter and Powell, 1992).

Clarifying the roles of leaders must go beyond putting pen to paper. In
one community, for example, the expectations for school-level teacher-lead-,
ers` were not clearly defined; there was widespread confusion about what
they were supposed to do.,One, teacher thought her role was limited to'shar-
ing information about the science prograin with other teacherS in the

, school." Another thought she was expected to proyide professional develop-
Merit for her colleagues., Others focused mainly on providing materials to col-
leagues or on doing dem onstration lessons. The science coordinator learned _

about the confusion from the project evaluator and responded by writing
descriptions of the leadership expectations for the teacher-leaders and
administrators. But withOlit real models or direct 'experience, this-document
had neither the authority nor the &edibility the teachers and principals need-
ed to translate the role descriptions into real classroom practice. "If you'Ve
never seen or sensed it, it's hard for you to know \what to do. Somewhere
along the line you hope that someone has modeled for you what leadership
is," explains Bill Badders, a science resource teacher in Cleveland.

Badders has found,that teacher-leaders need continuing, meaningful pro-
fessional developmenta:subject also familiar to Sam Alessi, who belieyes,
that it is just as important for teachers "to share what has been working and
not working, and to reflect on and,disCuss'their own leadership," as it is, to
provide them with opportunities for professional development in
inquiry-based science. In Las Vegas, teacher-leader Lorraine Blume experi-
ments with "bring alongs"joining a potential leader with a more experi-
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enced leader. The two work collaboratively to plan and facilitate profes-
sional development, much. like a mentorship, and then meet with others in
small study groups to, debrief. ,

Educators have found that professional development'for leaders needs to
go beyond honing leadership skills. It also, must include support for the-lead- 7 /,

ers' own understanding of science content and hOw children come to learn
that content. This is the aspect 'often overlooked..

Even when teacher-leaders know what to do and have profesSlonal devel-
opment support, they do/not necessarily have adequate opportunitieS to ful-
fill their roles. This is'a cue for administrators to exercise their leadership
and to provide support and access. Teacher-leaders cannot be expected to,
support others when they themselves do not get sufficient support. Initiators
of reform cannot ask them to do something with nothing. Teacher leaders
must have sufficient time during the school day plan and support others,
and they must have access to the people they are Supposed to be supporting
(Powell and Carter, 1992).

Bill Baddersi credits his principal; Jiin Balotta, with enabling him to
`become a leader in his, Cleveland district.'"ft really was what he did those?first
years when I worked with him," SayS Badders1''He tended to let me try things.
He found ways to suppOrt everybody. Good leaders know the strengths and
weaknesses of'the people around them and are willing to giVe up some of ,

their power or control over an issue. They trust others to take the lead, and
support them when they are successful and also when there are failures."'

NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INNOVATION IN LAS VEGAS

Las Vegas, Nevada, is growing faster

than nearly any other school district in the

nation. Linda Gregg, supervisor in the office

of mathematics and science, faces the chal-

lenge of identifying and providing profes-

sional development to a constant flow of

newly minted teacher-leaders.

Despite the challenges, Gregg has man-

aged to succeed. The NSF-funded Local

Systemic Change project, focusing on both

mathematics and science, uses a number of

innovative strategies. First, there is a site

liaison at each school who takes on a range

of roles depending on the progress of that

FOUNDATIONS D, VOLUME 1

school and the liaison's experience. Second,

they have released a cadre of teachers on

special assignment who provide full-time

professional development support and par-

ticipate in the planning and leadership of

the project. Finally, they have developed

mentorship strategies to bring new teachers

into leadership roles.

Due to the increasing demand, these

new teacher-leaders are sometimes given

responsibilities before they are completely

comfortable, but Gregg is never far behind

with support and professional development.

a9
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Leadership functions best when it is distributed across several
people who work as a team.

Change cannot be imposed, particularly when the scope of the charige is
a whole system. Researchers have found that it is useful to identify and sup-

port a group of individuals in every
school in a system in order to seed

Collaborative leadership widespread support for reform (Kober,

is practical: wheii

individuals leave the

system, others are already
in pkvceto support the

\ continuation of the
'

1993). Some practitioners seem to have
found ways to move beyond creating a
few new roles for individuals in a
school and have reorganized their
schools to "create an open collabora-
tive mode of work to replace teacher
isolation" Lieberrrt an, 1988j. The
Center for Urban Science Education
Reform has found that the most suc-
cessfUl schools haveincorporaied the

leadership for the science program into the leadership structures and cul-
tures that were already working in the school.

But, sometimes leadership by committee is not the answer. In these
instances; the critical intervention of an individual With authority is essential.
At Orchard Elementary in Cleveland, principal Teacola Offett acknoWledges
that her school's participatioryn a district-wide science program did not

work until they started to use a team approach. Therehaye been times,
however, when the committee "can't agree on what they want tondo," she
reveals, "usually because they don't know what they are trying to do." At such
times, Offett believes, she must step in to focus the group on its purpose. But,
she reminds herself,"it takes more than one person to carry out the mission."

. Collaborative leadership is also essential at the district level.' This does
not necessarily mean that all decisions are made, democratically or "driven to ,,
consensus...nor does it mean that empowerment is something that leaders
dole out to employees like scoops of ice cream",(Meunier and Gabor, 1995).
Rather, the greatest Value-is in creating opportunities for open communica-
tion, mutual critique, and collaboration. "I don't know that there's any Other
way to do it,",says Sam Alessi: "Thereis a leadership role that needs to be
played at all levels. The more you broaden that cadre, or leadership bank of /
support,' the more successful your initiative will become." Alessi also points
out that collaborative leadership is practical: when individuals leave the sys-

.

tem, others are already in place to support the continuation Of the initiative.
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LEADERSHIP IN BALTIMORE IS

Even before the shake of a hand,

Andrea Bowden spontaneously cautions,

"it's easier said than done." She views her

work with Melva Greene in the district's

central office as a "continuing saga."

Bowden and Greene are the leaders of

Baltimore's teacher-leaders.

Bowden continues, "that's one of the

[big] issues with systemic reform. It doesn't

happen overnight. It's an ongoing effort that

takes more resources than you ever thought

were going to be necessary and I don't just

mean money," she pauses and sighs. "It

takes people cooperating and all kinds of

policy changes that sometimes fall into

place and sometimes don't Sometimes you

take one step forward and two steps back."

Bowden and Greene perceive their role

as leaders in many dimensions. They sup-

OFTEN EASIER SAID THAN DONE

port the other district-wide teacher-leaders,

support teacher-leaders who are based in

their schools, and provide opportunities for

continuing growth for all leaders and class-
room teachers.

But when it comes down to it, however,

they view their role as setting the vision

and mission of the group. Though they are

committed to widely sharing leadership and

planning, they also have learned that "you

have to have a pretty firm vision or you lose

a lot of time." So, they work across the dis-

trict to build the vision and work collabora-

tively to develop and support it As Bowden

explains, "[you] point peopleIn the right

direction, give them the materials to work

with, and allow the creativity to craft a
plan."

4'

Effective leaders must be credible and have a. rapport with and the
respect of their colleagues. .

All leaderS, whether with formal decision-making power or informal
authority, need credibility (Carter and POwell,.1992). In Baltimore, Andrea
Bowden; sUpervisor of science, mathematiCs, and health, and Melva Greene,
a curriculum specialist, found that it helped to work with people already rec-
ognized as leadelfs, because usually these pe\61:11e were "successful with Chil:
then; had faith in children, and were 'respected by their colleagues.," The rap-
port,,these teachers enjoyed with colleagues is grounded not in any formal
title or authority but rather in their personal qualities and their relationships
to others in the school; These personal qualities include empathy; ability to
-collaborate, knowledge; and having a sense of humor.

Also important, particularly for teacher-leaderS, is enthuiasmsimply
wanting to do the work. \Often this desire is tied to a'strong personal connec-
tion or stake in the \reform. But it also is more than a deSire to make change.
It is-reaching what Bowden calls a "maturation in your own professional
life," a point Where, "you want to take a step beyond impacting just the chil-
dren in your own classroom." Nevertheless, a teacher may be the best in the
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school with children, but may not work well with adults. The ability to work
with children and adults alike is critical for teacher-leaders.

Effective teacher-leaders continually strive to improve their teaching
practice, develop their skills, in inquiry-based instruction, and sharpen their
understanding of science content. A mark of their success is their willingness
to'continue to see themselves as learners. In Las 'Vegas, Linda Gregg looks
for people-who are open to new ideas, think deeply about how children
learn, are flexible in their thinking, and are willing to reflect on their own
practice. She wants people whO are '"continuing learners and willing to
change."

Sam Alessi of Buffalo has found that, "you tend to assume that the kinds '
1of changes that you are trying to implement are happening and this isn't

always true. In fact, it often isn't true. Its difficult for those of us in leader-
ship roles to accept that we have to question our assumptions." As a result,
Alessi values people who are willing to participate in evaluation, but he does
not exclude himself from the process. Says Alessi, "We are constantly modi-

,

fying, expanding, and changing what we're doing based on the feedback and
input from everybody involved." It is the only way to get to the bottom line,
"making a difference for kids."

Exercising leadership means having a clear understanding of and
commitment to good science teaching and learning. r

It is perhaps impossible to build momentum for an initiative unless deci-
sionmakers believe in the initiative and are committed to its goals. The,
National Center for the Improvement of Science Education asserts that dis-
trict and building administrators often don't understand what good science
teaching is. Administrators may not need the same level of understanding as
classroom teachers, but,they must know enough to support and monitor the
work (Loucks-Horsley et al., 1989). Effective leaders, "know where they are
going, even if they are not quite 'sure how they are going to get there," writes
Philip Schlecty (1992).

'Lorraine Blume says she can think of a "million examples" of when her
efforts at leadership did not turn out quite as she had planned. But her
underlying commitment to inquiry-based science 'education and to profes-
sional development that "maintains a trueness to what we believe," as she
puts it, helps her to reflect on her experiences and make them better next
time.

Melva Greene in" Baltimore offers this-advice, "Don't underestimate the
impOrtance of believing that the children can do it. I keep thinking abbut the
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people who...believed that, regardless-of the compo§ititin of the classesYthe
kids could do it:"

Leaders are not always who you think they are.
Identifying people who are best able to exert leadership is not a simple \

task. Sam Alessi cautions against making assumptions about who are sup-
posed to he the leaders. Sometimes people are selected for leadership 14sed
on inappropriate or too few criteria. Forinstance, enthusiasm, although a
`helpful attribute, will not itself yield effective leadership. ,

In Las Vegas, Lorraine Blume found that choosing people who had been
previously ordained as leaders'was sometimes 'problematic.. They understood
leadership in the "old paradigm," she says, and often held fixed beliefs about
what a leader was. "It's more difficult to change the paradigm for them," she
explains. It's,not always the same person you would have piCked out of a
crowd before [the reform initiative came along]."

Most practitioners confirm that there is no 'single proceSs for identifying
leaders. They argue that it is most effective to provide opportunities for, par-
licipation and growth to many people, and then watch as leaders naturally
emerge. Sam Alessi advocates continuing interactions and discussions,with
peOple inside and outside the district, at all levelS, while you "keep'-your eyes
and ears open for those -who seem to demonstrate natural kinds of leader-. ,

ship ability: ,empathy, willingness.to reflect, to be collaborative, to accept and
offer criticism. Then find opportunities to work with those people."
Sornetinies, though, there ishttle time 'to spare.' Susan Sprague, the science,
program direCtor in Mesa, Arizona, suggests that at the yery beginning of a
science ,initiative.it is important to start developing and identifYing'leaders
right away. "Try to figure out how many leaders you need," says Sprague,
"and then double that number."
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LEADERSHIP RECAP
1. Exercising leadership requires decision-making power or direct

access to decisionmakers.
2. Those who want to exercise leadership can be aided with clearly

defined responsibilities, adequate support, and opportunities to do
their work.

3. Leadership functions best when it is distributed across several people
who work as a team.

4. Effective leaders must be credible and have a rapport with and the
respect of their colleagues.

5. Exercising leadership means having a clear understanding of and
commitment to good science teaching and learning.

6. Leaders are not always who you think they are.
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Curricui 9 Instruction
Asseskue t

.

,t the frontline of systemic reform is,the teaching and, earnin
, , vtakes place in the classroom. The three major ntaspects of clasSroo

r :V.1workcurriculum (content), teaching,,and assessment of student lear*
'- '-' -i.v,are interlocked like the three sides of a triangle: ThOugh'a triangle cakiea.:-'

.3.-,'
sonably be viewed as_three joined line segments, it can also be seen more
holistically as one polygon just happening to have three sides: Similarly, cur-
riculum, teaching, and student assessment Can reasonably be seen as sepa-
rate and distinct activities as they have been throughout much of the /

Course of epistemological inquiry into science eduCationor as one. ,-

Systemic reform sees them as one. They are one, having been interwoven
(

countless times in the daily, roundabout of any class of students and their\
, ,teacher.

While recognizing each classroom as different, school districts need to
implement structures and policies that guide classroom work without, remov:'
ing the flexibility needed to spur teacher creativity and meet the needs of,
diverse groups of students. This nation is embedded in the National Science'
Education Standards, which include goals and guidelines in all',three areas.

,
The standards are just one of many documents available today that define
good science education. Others include the Ben'climarks for Science Literacy,
the work of the New Standards Project, and numerous state frameworks
based on these documents. This chapter focuses on some of the lessons
learned about implementing curriculuin materials, teaching, and assessment
reforms.

States and districts should have a guiding curriculum ,

framework document. ,
Marty districts engaged in reform have learned the value of Creating.a,

guiding framework, or course, of studya doCUrnent that articulates'the
knowledge, and skills that students should have at particular points in time
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and recommends instructional strategies to accompliSh these`ends
(Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Regional Consortia,'1995). Looking
back at the earlier days of their reform, Melanie Barron, the science coordi-
nator in Cambridge, Massachusetts, says, "I started inside-out, without a .
framework. [The] teachers would have probably felt more-secure if they had
had more of a map of where we were going, but I didn't have one to give
them. The work would have hung on a scaffold that had some coherence.",

A frameworldis a district-wide or statewide document that contains a
'clear and logical set of expectations. It provides a guide for the selection of
curriculum materials, it helps teachersschoose effective classroom practices,
and it promotes coordination and articulation across schools, grade levels,
and subject areas. Without such a'compact, the opportunity for students to
learn a coherent-body of knowledge cannot be,guaranteed: they may
encounter the same topics in grade after grade, their study of science may
not complerrient their study of other subjects, and their intellectual progress
may be jeopardized if they change

A framework is a
district-wide or statewide

document that contains a
dear and kvical set of

schools. The strains-these problerns place
on teachers can also be Considerable.

The development of a curriculum
'framework offers'the opportunity
tap' a wide range of perspeCtives in
defining the science prograin. In some
cases, this process in itself produces a
deeper'understanding of the goals and

expectaiOns. strategies of reform. Judy Reid, project
coordinator for the Earth. Systems

Implementation Project in Anchorage, Alaska, included teachers and deci-
sionmakers such as school board Members, principals, the head of the'cur-
riculum department, and directors of elementary. education, in her 2-year
effort to complete a science framework., "It was sometimes a challenge,"
Reid admits, "ti) pull a diverse group of people into the development process
and keep them involved in a meaningful way." But there were benefits of hav-,
ing such,a group: the multitude ofopinions,/identification of roles forkey'
constituencies, and the support it prOduced for teachers during the actual
implenientation. Reid stresses two points, "Don't underestimate time frarries;
leave yourself time to do it well. And only have conversations that move the
project forward." Time is critical`because writing a framework involves mak-
ing difficult decisions.

Districts must consider local circumstances, state frameworks, and other
poliCies that may impact implementation. In Massachusetts, for example, the
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state Department of Education has developed a science and technology
framework based on the National Science Education Standards. Now the city
of Boston is developing its own standards for every grade, trying to stay
within the state guidelines. In
Cambridge, planners decided to keep
their framework short and focused on
key concepts and skills, choosing to
create the necessary coherence
through the required use of certain cur
riculum,rnaterials. BOston, on the other
hand, withits more detailed frame-
work, will not necessarily require the
same materials in every classroom. ')

Boston,and Cambridge illustrate dif-

t,
J

rticu¢li on and
connections across

subjects are central to
broad and deep-set

learning and for effective

use of time and resources.

ferent approaches to prOviding guidance and coherence to the curriculum
framework. If it is too Specific,' teachers lack the flexibility to select interest-
ing new curricula and to build on the interests and strengths of their stu-
dents. On -the other hand, too general a framework cannot provide 'the

, coherence and coordination necessary for an effective program.
.Another critical decision is how to coordinate the science frameWork

with those of other disciplines. Articulation and connections across subjects
are central tb broad and deep student learning and for effective use of time
and resources. In Spring Branch, Texa:s, coordinators of all the'major
jects work with teacher- teams to develop fraineWorks, curriculum, and
instruction. Particularly impOrtant is coordination among Science, mathemat
ics, and language arts. When frameworks, for mathematics and science are
coordinated, the appropriate mathematical skills needed to teach science are
taught and reinforced in the mathematics curriculum. When science and lan-
guage arts frameworks are coordinated,-students' communication skills are
enhanced through a language arts unit on expository writing and readings
within the particUlar science topiC. IrtNewVork City Community School
Districts 3 and d 5, literature libraries accompany_eVery unit, and curriculum

at each school assist teachers in the integration of the two domains. hi
Pasadena, California, where,students keep science notebooks throughout the
elementary years, writing skills have shown marked improvement over time.

A curriculum frarneWork is only the beginning and it may not, by itself, be
enough to substantially affect practices in the classroom (NCREL, 1994). A
framework is not, after all, a curriculum and will probably seem too broad,
too vague, or too laden with objectives to be useful as a guide for teachers'
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practice' It is only ascaffold; the buildingthe curriculum itselfmust rise
within it.

Schools 'and districts must provide students and teachers with
hijh- quality instructional materials:

The curriculum is the actual plan of'instruction that details the content
students are to know, how they are to learn it, therole of the teacher, 'and
the context, within which teaching and learning will take place (NCREL,
1994): Having high - quality instructional materials is the next essentiaLpiece.
Educators find that using exemplary materials is the key to translating the
framewbrkinto practice.

Exemplary materials,are those that
enhance the knowledge, thinking, skills, and problem-solving abilities
of all students;

o apply the latest research on teaching and learning;
o engage students in active learning and make appropriate use.of

technology;
o are content accurate and age appropriate; and
o assist teachers in changing practice.

'Good materials also help teachers to teach more effectively and 'enhance
their skills. These teacher-supportive materials coordinate science with other
subjects, are comfortable to use, provide day-to-day-guidance, and offer
teachers the occasion to'expand and enrich their teaching skills as,they gain
experience'

Some districts adopt a single set of materials for all classrooms:1n such
Icases it is very important that adoption poliCies allow for the selection of
curricula that are inquiry- and materials -based and Come in Modular form' . To
Support the implementation of its science framework, the state of California
made its adoption policies more inclusive in 1992, clearing the way for the I
state board 'of education' to'reject inferior texts and choose more innovative
materials., Some districts do not have a formal adoption process but require a
set of units of stlidy,at each grade level. Pasadena, California, Anchorage, '
Alaska, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and San Francisco, California, all take

,'this approach.
Yet another approach is to allow schoOls to select their own materialss

front( an approved set guided by a district framework. When Cleveland; Ohio,
with its decentralized system, was ready to choose curricula, science coordi-
inator Lawanna White circulated a set of boxes of exemplary materials
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amongall the schools so that each might determine its own,program. This
eventually led to a more'formal district-wide adoption process.(

Some districts supplement purchased curriculum with modules particular-
ly relevant to lOcal issues. Others adapt them in other ways. Many educators.
argue that, teachers should be free to adapt and enrich published materials,
bUt warn them against trying to develop their own from scratch. "Dont write
your own curriCulum," says Jerry Pine, a professor of biophysics at the
California Institute of Technology "It's too expensive and tithe-consuming to
do Careful curriculum development requires considerable time,
resources, and support. Researching, Writing, field testing, and piloting a new
curriculum is a full -time job that takes years. FeW classroom teachers have
the necessary support to balance such work with daily responsibility for
students.

Schools and distkcts must have a system for purchasing, storing,
and refurbishing materialS kits. , k

Having committed themselves to an inquiry approach to science,educa-
don, schoOls and diStricts must grapple with the need for a systeM for pur-
chasing, storing, and refurbishing materials kits and getting them into class-
rooms. It is difficult to gather materials, replace what gets used up, and fix or
replace what gets lost, worn out, or broken. Having a good system makes a
big difference. "When teachersIalow they don'thave to go scrounging for
materials," says JUdy Reid, "it
removes some of the reasons for them
not to teach science."

Some districts, like Mesa, Arizona,
and Pasadena:, California, have a fully

1

staffed central site where, materials
are purchased, stored, and refur-
bished. Kits are delivered to claSs-
rooms, picked up, arid returned on a
set schedule, then refurbished and
sent out again. This model works well
where the curriculum is centrally determined and the district is willing to

,commit the necessary resources. Many communities have found that such a
materials management system saves money. Kits can be rotated among class,

'rooms, reducing the number that must be purchased. Huntsville, Alabama,
provides this service to neighboring districts as well as the city itself. In fact,
so many districts have created central materials-sites that it has given rise to
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an organization 'devoted solely to this purpose, the Association,of Science
Materials Centers.

Other districts, such as San Francisco, use a partly decentralized model
where all materials are ordered by a single office in response to schools'
requests. The schoOls are individually responsible-for scheduling and distrib-

.uttng them to teachers. This model may work better where space is at a pre-
mium and flexibility is a priority.

Still other districts are fully decentralized. Space is set aside in each
school and teachers or other staff are responsible for acquiring, refurbishing,
and distributing materials. This model maximizes school autonomy but may
sacrifice the efficiency of centralized purchasing and management.

Businesses universities, and other organizations can be sources of finan-
cial and in-kind support for materials management. In some communities
,such partner organizations provide space, volunteers to staff a center, collec-'
tion and distribution of excess resources from the community, or transporta-
tion. Some even sponsor a particular module or kit. In Buffalo, the Museum
of Natural History provided space and staff for materials until it was able to
secure a separate building for use by the schools. In Palo Alto, California,
Hewlett- Packard offered space in,its headquarters where a group of retirees
set up a science materials center to serve several local communities. In San
Francisco, a comorate sponsor provided funds for purchasing children's
books to supplement the modules and kits that teachers were, using.
Teachers, in turn, were invited,to make a presentation to the company's
board of directors showing their students' work and demonstrating the
impaCt of the company's investment. i

Assessment instruments must align with teaching practices,i
instructional materials,- and expectations at the district level.

Large-scale testing -is used for many reasons: to assess the health of the
nation's schools, to make districts accountable for the state tax dollars, to
ensure equity, to hold principals and teachers answerable for student perfor-
mance, to inform parents of their children's progress, to place students in
special programs or advance them to higher levels, to make students demon7 ,

strate,What they have learned, and to adjust and adapt. instruction to better
meet student needs. They are a fact of life at every level of the education
system. .

Tests that bearlarge consequenCeS for districts, schools, classrooms, or
students hold powerful influence over curriculum, and instruction. These
high-stakes testssuch as those tied directly to district aid or student pro-
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motioncan press teachers to teach whatis..on that test. This often has not
only a major effect on what content is taught but also on how it is taught.
Pure multiple-choice, fatual recall tests offer strong disincentives to adopt-
ing an inquiry approach to teaching aridcan render inquiry-based reform pro-
grams impotent. Those planning a reform process must examine existing
policies and tests to see low they align with the goals of the effort.

On the other hand, tests can sometimes result in greater emphasis on sci-
ence teaching and-learning in a state;or district. Good tests not, only support
good instruction but also build community understanding of good science
teaching. If science education is to improve, it-must become acore subject in
the curriculum and must be included among other subjects in tests that hold
districts accountable for student Performance.

Robert Rothman, author off Measuring Up: Standards, Assessment and
School Reform (1995), notes,,"teachers who choose to focus on what is test-
ed must leave, something else- out. In some extreme cases, whole subject .

areas are left out, at least for part of the year. If the state tests students in
reading and matherriatics, foreXample, teachers may put off instruction in
science and socialtudieS until after the test." Few districts may admit to
this practice, but it is frequent in many, states where reading and mathernat-,
ics tests are strongly emphasized.

Testing policy and tests themelves must change to reflect new approach-
es es to learning. The current reform movement advocates, active learning, deep
engagement with an idea rather than learning a large number of facts, and'an
emphasis on scientific reasoning and inquiry stalls. Too often tests and

\
reform programs remain at cross purposes. Simply put, tests must measure.
what is valued and taught. _

New Ways tb Assess Learning in Science (Swartz, 1991) contains a num-.
ber of examples, of poorly designed and well designed test questions that
illustrate the importance of quality testing. Taken from this source, the ques-
tions below are designed to test students' knowledge and underStanding of
endangered sppcies and extinction.

1. Which of the following species of animals is now extinct?

a) the African Elephant

b) the Dinosaur

c) the Horse

d) the Gypsy Moth
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2. True or False: Animals are said to be endangered if they

no longer exist.

Correct responses to these questions may come from a real understand-
ing of extinction, may reflect the student's familiarity with these particular
facts and definitions, or may be lucky guesses. From the)student response
alone, it is not possible to tell. Wherkests emphasize factual
multiple-choice and true-fafse questions, teachers and students are less
motivated to explore the topic in a deep and intellectually Meaningful way.

3. When prairie dogs are near farms they eat farmers' crops.

Because of this, farmers have killed thousands of prairie dogs.
\

BlaCk-footed ferrets eat prairie dogs. Explain what problem thiS

poses for the ferrets and why this is a problem.

4. Suppose you were asked to observe the, feeding habits of

black-footed ferrets so.that You could gather some data about

this problem. Describe-what you would do to make sure that

your observations were as accurate as possible and that you

brought' back data that other people could trust. Write out a plan

listing all the things you would think about beforehand

Open-ended questions like these provide information hOt only on what
children know but also on hOW they use what they knowthey reveal the

\ thinking processes of the test - taker. A fOurth-irader's response to Question
3 follows:

If there aren't enough prairie dogs for the ferrets to eat many of

them will starve to death. That's because prairie dogs are their main

food. If the farmers kill most or all of the prairie dogs; this.will be a

big problem because most of the ferrets might die. This would mean

that their population would become very low. This would mean that,

they could become endangered species. And if they all die they

would become extinct. Then there would never be-any other ferrets.

And maybe this would not just be'a problem for the ferrets. If other

animals depended on the ferrets for their food, they could become

extinct too.
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This response demonstrates that the student understands quite deeply the
concept of extinction and can use this understanding to, explain the brOader
scientific connections and consequences of extinction. Contrast this'
response with question'one, the ability to identify dinosaurs as an extinct
specieS. It is not Only more complex, it is more meaningful, powerful, and
relevant: This is why the inquiry approach and systemiC.reformplace such
value on depth of understanding and the ability to use it. But teaching for
thiS kind of understanding takes time, and it Means making tradeoffs in the
curricullitnrnot teaching something else.

Open-ended questiOns are one type in a group of so `called alternative
assessments. These inclUde a variety of strategies: exhibitions; perfor-

,) mantes, demonstrations, hands-on experiments, journal writing; computer
simulations, and portfolios of student work (NCREL, 1994). Some cognitive
scientists and education reformers, such'aS Theodore R. Sizer, argue that
Performances, and exhibitions are the kiridsof assessments that test instruc-
tion that leads to true learning. They demand much of Students. Students
`must demonstrate their learning in the real-world context and,exhibit a range
of abilities, not just specific skills and factUal knowledge (Rothman,.1995).

The disadvantage of ppen7ended questions and other alternative assess-
ments is that they are costly, difficult to create, tithe-consuming, and difficult
to score. There are many questions about the feasibility of their use, particu-

,rlarly on a large scale. Wit interesting workis in prOgress in many places.
assessmentsare being developed at the classroom and schbol

levels that are directly related to the curriculum. In Pasadena, teachers are
using student science notebooks as assessmentS'as well as performance.
tasks. Jerry Pine, a scientist partner in Pasadena, contends that "perfor-
mance assessments for grades K-6 should be linked to the curriculum." The'
Pasadena model is being'implemented_in part by teachers who'are well ,
versed in teaching`inquiry=based sciericein collaboration with scientists and
assessment consultants., The starting point for developing the assessments isr
usually the embedded assessments found in exemplary commercial curridu-
lum units.

There are still many challenges' to be overcome: how to create cost-
. effective assessments, 'how to score them objectively, and how schools and

districts can use them, effectively for accountability. Science education

.1 Robert Mariano, deputy director of training and development at the Mid-continent Regional
Educational Laboratory, has created some useful rubrics for scoring performance tasks. The
rubrics are based on the various skills that students are expected to develop and demonstrate
(see Assessing Student Outcomes by Marzano and colleagues).
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reformers must fmd a way to satisfy both the demand for accountability
,

what is happening at state, district, school, and classroom levelsand the
need to defelop appropriate and useful measures of what the reform effort
values. It is not enough to condemn traditional multiple-choice testing.
Reformers themselves must begin to offer alternatives. In the meantime, -

however, teachers must invest themselves in making valuable use of testing
and making testing a valuable part ofteaching and learning. They must
sharpen their ability to use tests to guide instruction, to measure the devel-
Opmerit of their students, and to provide parents with accurate measures of
their children's work.

CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, ASSESSMENT RECAP
i. States and districts should have a guiding curriculum framework doc-

ument.
2. Schools and districts must provide students and teachers with

high-quality instructional materials.
3. Schools and districts must have a system for purchasing, storing, and

refurbishing materials kits.
4. Assessment instruments must align with teaching practices, instruc-

tional materials, and expectations at the district level.

5 4
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nspired to retake control over their own professional growth;_ ltelemen-
Lary school teachers in Cleveland, Ohio, established a study group, they'

named "JourneyS." The teachers met once or twice a month to'improVetheW
skills in in teaching, coaching, and mentdring, and to diScUSS-,
ideas about, learning theory.'"[We] developed a new culture for learning,'?'
says science resource teacher Bill Badders, who, organized the group ,several
years ago. It has provided the opportunity- "to reflect honestly and openly. ,
about our pedagogy, our content understanding, our knowledge of teaching, 1,

and our ability to assess both ourselves and our students" (BacIders, 1996).
Although self-initiated, Badders's

study 'group is an example of the innov-
ducators are moving ative ways educators are thinking

oval from fragmented; about professional developmenta'
vitalelement in any systemic reform

piecemeal offerings to effort. Historically, professional devel-
ioherent professional opment consisted of a menu of offer

develop ings: discrete sessions that teachersment pkns
would choose from, based on their

organized 'around schoOl individual interests. But some

and diqtrict goals for researchers now argue that these more
conventional forms of enhancement are

educational imProvemeni ineffective, primarily because they,are
designed in isolation of teachdrs and do ,

not address the realitiesuf the clasSroom (Corcoran, 1995). '
'Educators are moving away from fragmented, piecemeal offerings to

coherent professional development plans organized around school and dis-
trict goals for educational improVement (Sparks, 1994). Random, packaged
events are being replaced by programs that engage teachers in an ongoing
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process of reflective learning (Regional Laboratory for Education
Improvement of the Northeast and Islands, .1995).

With these changes, knowledge of what makeslor meaningful, effective
,

professional development has grown. The National Science Education
Standards (1996) are among works that identify the characteristics of good
professional development: collegiality and collaboration; participant involve-

, ment in decisionmaking; experimentation and risk taking; and integration of
individual, school, and district goals (Arbuckle and Murray, 1989). Perhaps
most important, professional development must be "based on whatis known
about learning and the process of change" (Loucks-Horsley et al., 1987).

In the move toward improved professional development, educators have
stumbled upon a new challenge: the skills and interests of teachers and,
administrators are ever-changing. As a result, they are`seeking ways to bal-
ance professional develOpment that is,geared toward particular levels of
understanding and experience with the needs of teachers, schools, and dis-
tricts to-remain flexible and adaptable. In this chapter, educators share,a
number of lessons about how to design professional development to maxi-
inize the improvement of science education in their schools.

Schools and districts must redefine professional developmentand
find innovative, flexible ways to create and manage-time for it.

Teachers need professional development experiences that give them
opportunities to share knowledge, to connect their learning directly to the
context of their teaching, and to gain leadership expertise
(DarlinkHammond and McLaughlin, 1995). Strategies often include peer
coaching, researcher experiences,-journal writing, mentoring, networking,
and study groups like the Journeys project in Cleveland.

In Mesa, Arizona, science program director Susan Sprague believes these
alternative approaches are gaining ground. As the skills and'interests of
teachers evolve, the Mesa program puts)lesS emphasis on introductory cur-,
riculum workshops and other forms of information giving and focuses
more on contemplative, collaborative learning. These strategies allow teach-
ers, who often work in isolation, to reflect on experiences, spend time in
each other's classrooms, and get feedback from those who know their
schools and students besttheir fellow colleagues.

Greg Knisely, a professor at Rhode Island College, is experimenting with
another approach. He works with a consortium of school districts on a joint-
ly run, NSF-funded project called KITES Kits in Teaching Elementary )
Science. The project pairs experienced teachers frOm the districts with
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college students who are training to become teachers. The experienced
teachers prepare inquiry-based science' instructional materials and then
introduce them into their classrooms in collaboration with the teacher-
trainees.

Linda Gregg, the administrative spe-
cialist for K-5 mathematics and science lig any of the professional
in Las Vegas, also uses classroom col-,
lahoration as a forin of professiOnal
development., Teacher-leaders conduct
science lessons in classrooms while
the class teacher learnsby reflective
observation. Because this take place

) in their own classrooms with their
own students, teachers who might ordi-
narily be reluctant to teach 'science.

development solutien:g that

. educators have created
require a new approach to

scheduling, staffing, and
grouping vzrirangements;

rather than' a great deal of r
gain confidence and insight into their money or work.
own abilities as well as those of their
students.

However, these communities have discovered that the absence of time for
/professional development is a constant impediment to teacher growth.

Although Lorraine Blume, a teacher-leader in Las Vegas, has beeitfully
released from regular classroom duties, she cannot find enough time for
everything she-believes is important for effective professional development.
Her colleague Linda Gregg feels the same way. "There just isn't enough time
for the thinking and `planning that professional development requires." .21t.
result, both constantly seek new ways to manage their time.

Many Of the professional development solutions that educators have cre-
ated require a new approach to scheduling, staffing, and gropping arrange.;
ments, rather than a great deal of money or work. (Harvey, 1995;
Darling-Hammond and McLaughin, 1995). Carmen Quintas, assistant princi-
pal at New York Public School 98, found a way to provide professional devel-
opment during the school day. 'She worked with the assistant principal in
charge of scheduling and created opportunities for teachers to have what
Quintas calls "mass preps." All of the teachers at one grade level got" a Com-
mon planning period that'they use for grade-level professional development.
This not only resulted in more time for professional development, it con-
tributed to the formation of a- growing learning community among faculty
and staff, and in turn helped to make professional development an "integral
part of [thelleachers' work" (Corcoran, 1995). _r
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Professional development programs must be led by teams that
include members with scientific expertise and must incorporate
activities that model the kinds of effective science teaching and
learning that is expected to take place in classrooms.

Researchers agree that regardless of the approach taken; professional
development should reflect the best of classroom practices (Loucks-Horsley
et at, 1989; Corcoran, 1995). "We can't talk at teachers," says Melanie Barron,
science coordinator for Cambridge, Massachusetts, and leader of the
NSF-funded Habits of Mind teacher enhancement project. "Instead,. we do
,With them what we want them to do in the classroom. If you want yoin
teachers to have children learn from the environment, you have to take them
to apond for a sampling expedition."

Professional development leaders also need to practice the pedagogy
they are trying to promote. Jennifer Moore, of the Cambridge project staff,
explains that they want teachers to identify andresPect students' prior
knOwledge, so they try to respect teachers' experience and knowledge dur-
ing professional development.

Lorraine Blunie cautions that change does not come about instantaneous
ly and can be hard to maintain. She sometimes even finds herself falling back
into old habits. "Fifteen years ago, I was a traditional teacher," she explains.
"I still see little bits of that come to the surface; if I don't catch it until after I
am done, it can hurt the professional development because then I'm not (
walking my talk. Whatever we believe \about how kids learn we have to
believe about how adults learn. Not that we should treat adults like children,
but it is a good reality check so we don't fall into the old paradigm." Blume
says she has to laugh when she finds herself reverting to bad habits. "I just
say to myself, 'There's still more work'to be done.' "

Professional development programs must allow teachers to see and,expe-
rience good science teaching firsthand. Mesa, Arizona's Susan Sprague
observes that teachers and adminiStrators need "lots of operational defini-,
tions, of what good science looks like," and suggests that even if they have to
go to another community to experience it, it is worth the trip. Furthermore, `-
she adds, teachers need many direct experiences using goodmaterials in
order. to reach the basic 'comfort level required for further growth. Lorraine y
Blume notes, "It's important, particularly with science, to Start with the mate-
rials so that teachers have a common experience that they can speak from." r
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Professional development programs should encompass a range of
teacher experience and, for all teachers, extend over a long period
of time.'

Effective professional development arouses in teachers an ambition for
lifelong learningcontinuous advancement in knowledge and experience no
matter what the age or prOfessional condition of the teacher (Harvey, 1995;
National ReSearch Council, 1996).

Specialists now realize that for this type_of professional development to
become commonplace, they have todevelop sequences,of learning that build
on one another; support ongoing development overlong periods of time; and
consider the diverse needs, interests, and experiences of the participants.
'But, it is not easy to design long-term professional development programs
that effectively advance teacher growth and maintain momentum over the

' Course of Years. One community,decided to begin its science education
reform by introducing teachers to the science materials. The following year, '
they focused, on strategies like cooperative learning and questioning. The
next year they tried to initiate study groups. Eventually, the science coordi-

STARTING FROM THE BEGINNING IN HUNTSVILLE AND DECATUR,

ATHENS, FORT PAYNE, SCOTTSBORO, AND MORGAN CITY SCHOOLS

Arlene Childersa former Huntsville,
Alabama, teacher who is now a director of

the NSF-funded Hands-On Activities Science

Programknew that many teachers were
at the starting point of using inquiry-based

materials and would need firsthand experi-

ence with the materials over an extended

period of time.

She and her colleagues resolved to

begin slowly. They developed a plan that

brings teachers together twice a year for a

full day of professional development

focused only on the curriculum modules.

The first daydevoted to questions the
teachers have about instruction and con-

tentoccurs at the beginning of the school
year; it is timed when teachers actually

begin to use the materials.

FOUNDATIONS o' VOLUME 1

"It was important to consider how

teachers learn and their need to have con-

crete experiences with the curriculum,"

says Chiders. Then, in the middle of the

year the teachers reconvene to fine-tune

their expertise. This time, they focus on

additional portions of the units, ask ques-

tions about things that were not working,

share experiences about what works well,

and discuss new ideas intended to move

the entire group forward. This way, the

teachers have a chance to make some

adjustments in their practice before the end

of the school year. This is only a small part

of their larger program, but it is an impor-

tant necessary foundation for teachers just

beginning and for teachers building more

meaningful experiences over time.

GO
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nator found that even though teachers were participating in the program,
their needs and interests did not necessarily mesh with the professional
'development plan. They had to create a new structure that was more flexible

and would allow for individual as well

Collaborating with A' flexible, diversified plan is also
as group progress.

established science important for communities that have a
high rate of teacher mobility from '

institutions to support grade to grade and in and out of the
teachers' learning is a school system. One science coordina-

tor, for instance, was in the fourth yearcritical component of
of his reform program and thought that

professional d1 evelopment. nearly all his teachers had participated

that can fill in gaps in in science professional development.
He discovered, when'he lookedinore

understanding and closely, that 20 percent of the teachers

expand overall content who had begun the program were no
longer inclassrooms and 35 percent of

knowledge. the teachers had switched grades. The
coordinator learned that moving from

discrete profeSsional development activities to sequences of activities-Was
not enough. His program needed to be redesigned-as a continuum of experi-
ences to support an ongoing process of growth, but it also needed to remain

\
flexible enough to accommodate teachers with different levels of expertise
(Loucks- Horsley et al., 1989). The bottom line is that, every school and dis-
trict will always have teachers at all stages of professional development.

Professional development has to happen over time because teachers need
.long-term experience in developing and honing new skills. At P.S. 98 in New
York City, professional development takes place in continuous 4-week cycle's.
Carmen Quintas sees it as similar to planning for student learning. "You work
on one area and concentrate on that and when you are ready to move on,
you move on.",

Andrea Bowden, supervisor of science, mathematics, and health in the
Baltimore Public Schools, learned this the hard Way. Under pressure to pro-
duce quick results, she was tempted to do "too much too soon." Melva
Greene, her colleague, elaborates, "We set out to give people the world in
one step...the pace was so tremendous that the teachers never learned, step
one well before we went on to two and three." Professional development
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activities, say Bowden and Greene, should be carefully sequenced to allow
time for teachers to build expertise. ,

Effective ProfeSsional development also accommodates the participants'
range of interests and prior knowledge: Lorraine Blume found that profes-
sional development sessions she facilitated, "didn't quite become what I
Wanted them to become," because she failed to understand what her audi-
ence wanted or expected. Now she assesses what participants already know
and what they want to know. "It's deadly to assume that everyone is going to
come in with the same mindset," says Blume, "so I learned to be better at
asking participants what they expectquite often changing my plan."

Many teachers avoid teaching science becanse they, lack experience with
the content and haVe little confidence in their ability to teach it. "Most col-
lege programs do not prepare teachers well to teach science," says Sandy
Lam, program director for curriculum improVement and professional devel-
opment in San Francisco. Making this challenge still more daunting is the-
demandS inquiry-baSed science places on teaching. Inquiry-based teaching
requires a much deeper understanding of content than the more traditional
approaches to teaching. -AS a result, professional development programs
must be pliable enough to accommodate a range of levels of content
understanding.

CHANGING HABITS OF MIND IN CAMBRIDGE

"There hasn't been a talk except for

where they've asked for it," muses Melanie

Barron, science coordinator in Cambridge

MA, about her professional development

program for five teacher-leaders.

Her leaders are making the difference

for science teaching in the district. Barron

has been working with a grant from the

National Science Foundation to implement

the Habits of Mind program to improve sci-

ence teaching in Cambridge, kindergarten

through eighth grade.

The program includes professional

development for classroom teachers, but

uses five science staff development teach-

ers to provide most of the classroom sup-

port. According to Barron. they are key in

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1

the development of the program throughout

the district. All were teachers relieved of

classroom responsibilities to support other

teachers' science teaching full time.

"[I] poured everything into supporting

them, " Barron remembers, customizing to

their needs and addressing a wide range of

topics in a variety of ways. "We have had

every flavor...working with scientists, plan-

ning, organizing, writing grants, working

with local university students. There hasn't

been a talk except for where they've asked

for it," she notes again for the sake of

emphasis. "Now, after two years, they are

totally in charge of their own learning. They

know what resources I can deliver and they

tell me what was effective."
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\Collaborating with established science institutions to support teachers'
learning is a critical component of professional development that can fill in
gaps in understanding and expand overall content knowledge. In Buffalo, for
example, the school system works with the Museum of Natural History. In
most efforts, however, educators collaborate with higher education institu-
tions to ddentify science professors and research scientists that understand
this team approach to prOfessional development. Others are working direCtly
with scientist's to help them shift their teaching styles to fit this new
approach. Teachers and scientists at Cal Tech in Pasadena are supporting. ,

such instruction by developing modules to improve and broaden teachers'
content knowledge. Teacher-scientist teams 'will lead groups of teachers in
what they describe as ,'`an inqUiry-based learning community like that of an
exemplary classroom."

L. Finally, it is essential to recognize and plan for an often-shifting popula-
tion of teacherS. In Mesa,,Arizona, the strategy of continuous professional .

development has evolved tObetter accommodate the needs of new teachers.
'A mentoring program has, for the most part, taken the place of introductory
workshops on the modular curriculum Mesa uses. Each new, teacher
receives customized attention and support by being paired with-an experi-
enced teacher for the year. The experienced teachers benefit as well; they
become even more \comfortable with the instructional materials and deepen
their own understanding. 'As Strategies,like this one emerge, educators' will'
continue to-make professional development a more effective tool in improv-
ing science education.

Teachers value professional development that is created onsite and
led by other teachers and colleagues they respect.
s Through their mentoring program for new teachers, Mesa; Arizona,

'administrators learned the value of professional development based at the (-

school site and 'conducted by respected teacher colleagues. This approach
embeds 'professional develOpment in the workplace and directly relates it to'

' teachers' real classroom experiences (Corcoran, 1995). 'It allowS for teachei
input into professional development so that it is planned and owned by the
teachers themselves. And, to the extent that teacher-leaders are ready, pro-

.,
fessional development can be run by their fellow teachers.

` School administrators need to seek out and mobilize resources for pro-
, fessional development within their schools. One teacher-leader sayS he has ,

grown professionally because his principal gives him opportunities to pursue
'his interests and the authority and responsibility to lead projeCts in the
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,

school. Another teacher in the same district is capable of, leading profession-
al development work with colleagues and eager to try, but has been over- \'
looked by her principal. Such shortsightedness "wastes talent, increases
costs, and contributes to the division between research and practice"
(Corcoran, 1995).

Teacola Offett,,principal of Orchard ElementarYSchool in Cleveland, rec-
ognizes the talent in her own school and uses it. She explains that first she
got to "know the teachers" and then identified one teacher in particular,

,Corlista Hardman, who was *outstanding in the classroom. Thoughshy, ,

Hardman wanted to 'get involved. Offett made her a teacher-leader in the'dis-
, trict'§ science eduCation program,'Cleveland Revitalizes'Elementary Science

Teaching (CREST). Hardman was put in charge 'of theschool's involvement
in CREST and worked with the staff to help plan professional development.
Now, several years later, Hardman is recognized across the district as'a
leader in science education.

Carmen .Quintas in New York City confirms that some professional devet
opment is more widely accepted when it comes from teachers in her own
school. "They're very)receptive 'to their colleagues doing'professional devel-
opment," says Quintas, ;and in many cases it is betierrecen`ied coming from

\
them than from a supervisor or from. district peronnel,.because they are
people out there in the 'battlefield,' not just people who are telling thein what
they should be doing."

The teaching practices promoted in professional 'development need
to be supported by district and school administrators.

One thing has proven itself over timethere will be little meaningful
change unless the goals of a professional development program are aligned
with larger school ;or district goals,,Considerable research shows that:active

,support by principals and district administrators is critical to the, success of
any change effort. Carmen Quintas recalls that the superintendent in New
York's District 6 told all school administrators that the science program was
to be suppdrted; the administrators in turn communicated that message with-
in the schools. After this clear message, "the principal paved the way," says
,Quintas, and the program took off.

Despite the boost Quintas 'received, generally, speaking, support of the
administration has to go beyond just the'logistical. It also must become more
than a mandate. After'working for many years in urban-school systems, the
Center for trban'Science Education Program (CUSER) has foUnd that quali-
ty science'education musthecome everyone's responsibilityteachers and
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administrators. Principals need to work closely with teachers not only to
provide support, but to augment their own knowledge of science education.

Linda Gregg in Las Vegas believes that it is important for principals to
understand the role of the teacher and what constitutes an appropriate sci-.
ence lesson. But they also mustunderstand that it takes a long timethey
will not see changes immediately. "Every"body expects professional develop- ,
ment'to be reflected the next day," says Gregg. "Do it Monday and see test
scores up by Friday. It just doesn't happen."

-Teacola Offett of Cleveland agrees, "theprincipal has to be very involved.
When it first gets started, you'definitely have to [have] a hands-on principal.
[Teachers]` have to see that this is important enough that the principal is
physically therenot only in [the] reports." This is the essence of a systemiC
apprOach to impniving science education. The 'responsibility for reform rests
not only with teacheis but also with district administrators, principals, coun-
selors, parents, and community leaders (Kober, 1993).

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RECAP

1. Schools and districts must redefine professional development and find

innovative, flexible ways to create and manage time for it.

2. Professional development programs must be led by teams that
include members with scientific expertise and must incorporate activ-

ities that model the kinds of effective science teaching and learning

that is expected to take place in classrooms.
3. Professional development programs should encompass a range of

teacher experience and, for all teachers, extend over a long period of

time.
4. Teachers value professional development that is created onsite and

led by other teachers and colleagues they respect.
5. The teaching practices promoted in professional development need to

be supported by district and school administrators.
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Fhianchk
oform

Sci nee _lidiaca

any:reform projects are launched using :a mixture offlbCal:_SqiO,olfunds`'
_ and an initial infusion of external grant money. Althoiiiii

finance with district or school resources alone, many_districts just cantiOdo.
it without some outside help. Obtaining these startup dollarsrequires,cOnSi&
erablplanning.'It means identifying potential sources of funding, research-
ing the priorities and grant-making criteria of the potential funders, and writ- ,
sing a proposal that perSuaSively links the 'funder's goats with the needS of the
diStrict reform)project. Once the initial funding is secured, it inessential to
begin immediately to identify and reallocate SyStem resources in order to,

`.r. guarantee the effort will be sustained.
Ultimately, the goal ofsystemic reform in science education is not just to,

change classroom practice for the day, but to institutionalize those changes
over time. It is tempting to assume that long-term, external financial SuppOrt
is the answer. Although attractive, external support rarely fasts irideftnitely,/'
andmost importantly doesdoes not substitute for the major overhaul in sys-
tern resource allocatiOn required to Make ongoing improvements in teaching
and learning: The real challenge, then, is not attracting the Startup funding, it

' is sustaining the momentum of reform when the initial funding dries up:
:For those with little or expetience inraising Money, the prospect of

financing a complex,4ong-term 'science 'education reform initiative, even in
one school, .can seem dannting'indeed. Fortunately,' others have been
through the process and share, their advice.

, -
Science reform planners can often gel:seed money from local, state,
and federal funders.

- Seed money is a termnsed to describe an initial grantmoney ear-
marked to support the earliest stages of a projeCt, often before an overall
plan has been developed. It can come from a variety of sources: in this case,
the National Science Foundation (NSF), Goals 2000, the federal Eisenhower
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program, or local foundations or corporations interested in supporting sci-
ence education reforin. Some grants, like those awarded through the NSF's
Local Systemic Change and Urban Systemic Initiative programs, are designed
for the specific purpose of supporting systemic change, rather than discrete,

isolated curriculum, research, or pro-
fessional development projects.

Seed money for systemic change
sometimes takes the form of an initial
planning grant.,These are funds desig-
nated to offset the costs of careful
planning, which, as we noted in
CHAPTER 3, is itself a complex, ongoing
process. Planning grants can help pay
for release time for teachers so they \
can participate more fully in shaping

The most successful

projects combine federal

funding, local clistrift
funding, and partnerships
with universities, =mums,
and corporations.

the school's or district's reform pro-
gram. Such grants can also finance site visits to districts that have been
successful in instituting improvements in science education.

Successful fundraisers 'are entrepreneurial. They develop multiple con-
tacts'and networks among educators, government officials, local business
people,. foundations, and cultural institutions. It is'iniportant to'contact a
'wide group of experts as soon as Possible and to follow, up quickly on their
suggestions. The most successful projects combine federal funding; local dis-
trict funding, and partnerships with museums, and corporations.

Pursuing seed money, however, is not the only direction a community can
take, and is not necessarily the only starting point. External seed money is
enormously, helpful in launching a reform program, but the driving force
behind the project mustbe a sincere commitment to reform, rather than a
sincere desire to get the grant. The award often depends on having the first
steps of the project already under, way, and all grants require a commitment
of human and financial resources on the part of the district.

Most funders require evidence of cost-sharing on the part of the district.
Sam Alessi, the assistant superintendent in Buffalo, says "before we even
apply, we're sure we have the.'..meshing with the district's goals, the,superin-
tendent's support, and backing of the board. We wouldn't evenTo for the
funding if we didn't." Taking the positiOn that "we can't start until we get
funded" is therefore counterproductive because it places moneynot sci-
ence teachingat the center of the enterprise, which can actually interfere
with successful fundraising efforts.
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Districts should / establish a system of development.
Development in this context is just a widely used euphemism for

fundraising.Some sch'o'ol districts, recognizing the importance of outside
funding, have hired full - time- development directors to manage fundraising
activities. Other communities organize committees, of teachers, cornmunity,
members,7principals,and other administrators who identify potential funding
sources, develop funding strategies, and participate in the actual writing of
the proposalS. This kind of broader effort' signals funders that there is wide-
spread Acceptance of and commitment to the proposed initiatives:

Research and writing are vital parts of developing a proposal, but equally
'important is the ability to create and sustain strong personal relationships,
both with funders and with the leaders of local partner organizations.
Effective developinent work often involves maintaining close ties to news
organizations that can help inform 'the community about the purpose of the
science education reform initiative. It also involves building bridges to busi:
Hess, indu4ry, and'institutions of higher education that have a stake in a
better educated student population.

Funders themselVes frequently become active participants in district
developmeneefforts. Partner institutions like corporations and universities
can give a science-education reform project added Credibility in the eyes of
the community and encourage other organizations to get involved. The Dow
Chemical Company, for example,, has been prornoting science education ;

reform in 14 communities, offering both financial support and the tinte'and
'energV,of Dow scientists. Dow has taken their commitment a step further. It
is now helping schools raise additional funds by approaching other corpora-
tioris, community Organizations, and local and national foundations on their
behalf. '

Similarly, the Allegheny Schools Science Education and Technology
(ASSET) program in Pennsylvania started with funding from theRayer
Corporation,' but has since developed into a major community project with
many partners. There are now 15 different funders supporting the program,
including 1\18F.

Change always takes longer than anyone expects; therefore, seek a
variety offundes and develoklong-term relationships with them.

A one -time, infusion of grant money is not, enough to bring about a pro-
gram of systemic change. Therefore, cliStricts need an overall funding strate-
gy that includes all sources, of external and internal support. Each interested
funding source should be encouraged to make a commitment covering
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several years, rather than a single-shot contribution. Panders must under-
stand that schools: change SloWly and that their investment in improVed
science education will be more likely to take hold if, in addition to their
financial support, they also get involved.

Such "support doe's not have to be extensive to be valuable. In Cleveland,
for example,, one company proyides teachers with a comfortable place to
meet every month a small offering that nevertheless makes a big difference
to teachers in a financially strapped urban district. Another corporation pro-,
vides the Cleveland district with funds for materials; yet another involves its
scientists and engineers in the district's professional development program,

Needing to fmd multiple ftinding'sources,does not mean that districts
should actually apply for every available grant. In Buffalo, the grant-writing
operation is in the same department as curriculum to ensure consistency and
coherence between what the district is trying to do and the funding it seeks.
Some grants may have terms or conditions attached to them that are incom-
patible with the goals of the reform program. Corporate contributions are
sometimes tied to the use of specific curricular materials that just do not fit
the plan. Federal and state funds often come with restrictions that limit
program options. The goafs'of the reform effort must always drive the
fundraising work, not the other way around. This means that some
Potentially promising funders will have to be passed up. ;

,Do not let tne seed money become the program; from the outset,
work to identify the real costs of reform and to reallocate district
dollars to support it.,

Science education reforrh is an ongoing process, as is paying for it. Not
only does a district have to buy new classroom materialslike instruction ,

kits used in hands-on science activitiesbut it also has to regularly replenish
the seeds, guppies, and other consumable contents of the kits. Similarly, the
need fcir professionalilevelopment for teachers,and,administrators does not
diminish with time, as we noted iii CHAPTER 6. These are costs that, ultimate-
ly, should be covered by each community through its regular school funding_
sources,-not through seed money for a startup project.

Some districts support ongoing science education reform by reallocating
funds from,other programs 'whose goalS are adVanced by the implementation
of inquiry-basedscienCe teaching. These programs include school-restructur-
ing initiatives; mentor-teacher programs; and Title I, Chapter 2, Eisenhower,
migrant education, and Title VII funding from the U.S. Department of
Education.
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, Community School Districts 3 and-5 in Ni\Arprk City have4everaged-,
- funds from a, variety of 'sources to finance science education reform.' The two
"districts received art 'NSF grant for their
Science, Mathematics, and Related ome dktricts swiport
Technology Procegs program, (SMART
PrOcess) to change the culture of ongoing science "cation
schooling over a 5-year period. Gil reform.by reallocating
Turchin, special assistant to the super-
intendent of District 3, says that the '

' lands from other
NSF money, $1 Million.a year, repre- proggiuns whos goals
sents only about one-third of the real,
cost of the project. The other $2,million are advanced by the
comes frOm various Statekandiclistrict impleinentation of
programs! Title I funds, made available

inquiry-based sCiences
to schools serving economically disad--
Nantaged Students,'are used to support ( .teacpiing.
teacher-leaders in each school. Money /
earmarked for textbook purchases is reallocated to buy science kits.. The
project also has a f -year empowerment grant of $325,000 to buy science and
mathematics manipulatives.

Turchin breaks down the costs of the program into expense categories,'
then finds, the funds to cover them. For example, NSF money pays for half
the cost of four staff develOpers; Title I hinds covers the other ,half. NSF payS-,,
for a project coordinatOr and a principal investigator; Eisenhower funds pay ,
for two co-principal investigators.

The long-term financing of professional development is especially chal-
lenging, and calis.for creative use of. district resources. "Reallocating
resources is more than shifting small, discernible pots of money," says Brian
Lord of the Education Development Center, who conducted a study 'examin-
ing the costs 'of profegsional development in four communities. "It means ,

looking imaginatively at what-is meant by PrOfessional developinerit and ,
where those resources might be accessed."

Some districts have given science reform leaders'considerable leeway in
reallocating funds. In Mesa, Arizona, Susan Sprague 'persuaded district
administrators to use funds slated to buy textbooks for the professional
development that better supported the goals"'of the reform. Other di4ricts
are more rigid in-their policiesor simply too strapped for money to allow
for any leeway.

"
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To sustain its professional development program over the long term, the
Elementary Science Education Partners (ESEP) project in Atlanta has devel-
oped a team of lead teachers to institutionalize the process of teacher train-
ing. The system of teachers training teachers will ideally take root in the
school district's Permanent infrastructurewith the ultimate goal, according
to project director Robert De Haan, of "putting ourselves out of business."

FINANCING RECAP
1. Science reform planners can often get seed money from local, state,

and federal funders.
2. Districts should establish a system of development.
3. Change always takes longer than anyone expects; therefore, seek .a

variety of funders and develop long-term relationships with them.
4. Do not let the seed money become the program; from the outset,

work to identify the real costs of reform and reallocate district dollars
to support it.
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chools cannottruly reform science education without tkerac
oration of key organizations in the local community. Parents, iriiiSeUrns;;.

business, industry, institutions of higher education and various other 04411i
zations can lend the critical expertise, and support for reformulating a.systerti
to effectively educate children in science. Schools are more than just binld-

\
ings, they are systems and systems transcend physical space And, so, "the-
Partnership, under the systemic reform model-,--can be likened to something.
Of a town meetinghall for science educationa place where all resources

(

\come together to support inquiry-based science education reform.
Just as systemic reform calls for new kinds of curriculum, classroom

,practice, financing, and planning, new.kinds of partnerships need to be
developed and put in place. Building relationships with,outside groups is not
a new idea, but what is new is the character of the relationships that are
being developed. Traditionally these collaborations.took the form of isolated
projects, events, and field trips. Replacing these disparate activities are long-
term partnerships where organizations play specific roles based on their
unique resources and expertise. TheSe roles directly support the district'S
reform goals and complement the functions of other collaborators each
piece must snap into place. Moreover, systemic reformers are constantly
redefining collaboration's to make them more effective and to embed them
within the system so they are able to withstand changes in the schools and
community-

In working with schools, Outside entities such as Corporations and muse-
urns were frequently viewed as the giver, while the school or district played
the role of receiver. Today, the most powerful and successful collaborations
recognize that all partners have something to gain. The partners have certain
needs that must be served by the collaboration. Those, needs vary from part-
ner to partner, but all parties can expect at least 'one payoff: learning. They
will learn from each other and about each other. Liesl Chatman, executive
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-director of the University of California San Francisco's Science and Health
Education Partnership, explains: "It is only a partnership if both teachers and
scientists are learning.... Scientists ,aren't just there to work with teachers on
education reform; they are there to learn themselves". (How scientists
benefit, 1995).

Organizational culture differences can be an early stumbling block in
building effective partnerships. The culture of schools and that of potential
partners can be miles apart. The best Way to bridge the gap is to understand
and directly acknowledge those-differences. At the heart of effective collabO-
rationS is the development of a relationship based in trust, mutual respect,
and effective communication. As Joyde Epstein writes, "Although the-interac-..
tions of educators, parents, students, and community members will not-

,

, always be smooth or successful, partnership programs establish a base of
respect and trust on which to build" (Epstein, 1995).

Finally and most importantly, participants in successful c011abOrations
recognize their shared interests in the well-being of the children and the
community, and-they work side by -side to create better programs and better
schools (Epstein, 1995): There are many such effective partnerships that
offer lessonS about creating effective and lasting collaborative relationships.

Formal partnerships with institutions can be a valuable strategy
but must be genuine and carefully planned.

Museums, businesses, parent and community groupS, and universities can
be extremely valuable storehouses of expertise and resources for schools.
They. proyide students and teachers with access to materials, knowledge, and
ways of thinking not typically found in'classroomS. The beSt use of these
resources, however,Is made through a reciprocal, rather than a

, give-and-receive, relationship. The exchange of ideas and experiences
between school-based and institutional participants must be mutually
beneficial.

Peter Dow, director,of education at the Buffalo' Museum of Science, says
that a "partnership closes the gap' between the frontier of knowledge and
schools; It allows you to get beyond the inert textbook." Museum curators
and schools; for example, can be resources for one another. Curators do not

-abide by a fixed curriculum as schools do, so often they can develop creative
ideas for exploring a science topic or enriching a kit that is in use in the
schools. In turn, museum-based educators may have little contact withnew
developments in pedagogy and instruction and can learn a great deal from
teachers about how to

'effectively
engage the visiting public. Worlong

.
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independently of schools, a museum might have created a high-interest pro-
grain that is unfortunately unconnected to the school curriculum. But, this
setup, fails to make goOd use of scarce school and museum reSources.'As col-'

laborators, however, the museuin and school can align the museum program
to the school's curriculum and learning goals, thereby increasing the impact
of each side's program.

Scientists from the private sector also represent a rich, 'current Source,of
science knowledge that can support professional development and the cur-

,

riculum: Often, however, their view of classroom practice is'shaped by their:-
own memories of school and lacks the professional teacher's knowledge of
more, contemporary perspectives on learning and cognition and how to make
practical changes in Classroom. Clearly both parties stand to benefit from
collaboration. ,

The Merck Institute for Science. Education is moving beyond more basic
collaborations on curriculum in orderto support the entire tefOrin programs
of four school districts in `New Jersey. Their work, backed in part by the
National,Science Foundation's Local Systemic Change Initiative, promises to
impact more than individual classrooms. Merck has provided financial and.
human resources for science education reforms that will benefit both part-,
ners in many ways, now and in the future. Carlo Parravano, directOr Of the
Merck Institute, explains s1that "Merck has made an inyestment'in education,
not a contribution or donation. We're interested in a return on our invest-
ment." To that end, Merck has-commissioned studies by the Consortium for
Policy Research'in Education to document the program's strengths and

. -
weaknesses. Such studies go well beyond what orclinaryschool systems can
do on their own and indicate much about the seriousness of the 'collabora-
tion. Through'this collaboration, the school system, the community, Merck,
and 'the entire educationfield will all benefit.

Collaboration can benefit many parties, but-no One will benefit without
the development of trust and respect among the partners. Recognition of
mutual benefits for Collaborating partners is the beginning of the formation
of trust. Recognition of mutual expertiSe is the beginning, of respect. Both
are' required-to make parinerShips thrive:"

Peter Dow, who-wrOte a book about education reform in the 1960s,
1`explains, "Most sixties school reforms fell by, the wayside becaUse they were

never organically connected to the schoot...[They] didn't take into account
the imagination of teachersor their reality." The failure to bring teachers
into the partnership resulted in miscommunication and mistrust. Systemic
reform efforts today must not make the same mistakes; they should involve
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all participants in the system to strive-for common understanding and
mutual respect.

Robert De Haan, Professor of anatomy and cell biology at Emory
University in Atlanta,, understOod this at the outset. He decided to become
involved with the local school system and contacted his grandson's principal.
He had his own motives for working with the school but sought to work in
partnership. DeHaan met with four of the school's teachers and asked them,
"If I could bring you in contact with the science community at Emory, what
would you want from us?" DeHaan's wide-open question evidenced respect
for teacher knowledge about the best way the university might be able to
assist them. TWo years later, after much collaborative work, DeHaan is one
of the leaders of a LOcal Systemic Change project, the Elementary,Science
Education Partners Program, which is built on a partnership that includes a
consortium of universities and the Atlanta Public Schools.

The Merck Corporation came to understand the importance of trust and
respect in a different way. In their first year of working with schools, they
contracted anOutsider to run professional development workshops. Many
teachers were disappointed because the materials and activities used during
the workshops were not a good match for their' and students'
grade levels. Merck realized that planning the workshops in isolation had
been a mistake. Now, teachers are collaborators in the Planning and delivery '
of the workshops. Merck has also since staffed its science 'education center
With former,teachers. Like many institutions, MerCk discovered that it had to
work in collaboration with the districts if it wanted to effectively support
science education reform.

These lessons may hold true for partnerships in any subject area,,but
there are some lessons unique to partnerships in science education. If devel-
oped thoughtfully, with recognition of mutual benefits and with trust and ,

respect, partnerships of scientists and engineers with master teachers forthe,
benefit of improving staff and curriculum development can be very effective.
But it-is not an easy task.

Working scientists and engineers embody the inquiry-based approach to
science that educators-are working to promote. Scientists poSe_questions, '-
,design experiments, observe, record, and analyze data and can provide a
model for scientific thinking. But they do not always know how best to work
with children, and teachers. As Bruce Alberts, president of the National ---

Acadeiny of Sciences, has written, "Scientists have a crucial role to play in
, -

pre-college science education reforms.-But it is not easy to know how or
where to begin" (Alberts, 1991). Experienced practitioners have found that
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when scientists and engineers work with master teachers who are able to
bridge the partners' world with that of schools and students, the' benefits to
all collaborators can be tremendous.

Partnerships with parents-and the community are essential in
systemic science' eduoittion reform, but to be effective, they must be
structured to foster communication.

"There are many reasons 'for developing school, family, and community
partnerships," writes Joyce Epstein (1995). "They can improve school-pro-
grams and school climate, provide family services and sUppOrt, increase par-
ents' skills and leadership, connect families with others in the school and in
the community, and help teachers with their work. However,the main rea-
sons to create such partnership's is to help all youngsters succeed in school
and in later life. When parents, teach-

,
ers, students and others view one,
another as partners in education, a car-
ing community fonts around students
and begins its work." '

Few, would argue today that part-
- nerships between schools, parents, and

community are unimportant to 'student
success: However, many educators and
community. Members do not necessari
ly know how to develop valuable, pro-
ductive programs. Caused and further
aggravated by decades of misunder-
standing between the parties, educa-
tors still do not,truly underst,and the families of the students, families do not
understand educators, and "communities do not understand or assist the
schools, families, or students" (Epstein, 1995).'

A primary focils fOr involving families and community members in a 2

systemic science-edUcation reform program is to help them understandthe
nature of effective science education. Educators need to show families how
new types of science instruction, like that described in CHAPTER 2, differ from
the ways, in which they learned science. Inquiry-based science teaching and
learning is not familiar to many adultS, and they will not understand it until
someone takes the time to explain-it to them.

Some communities have open houses to share concrete examples of
inquiry-based instruction and to provide'some evidence that the new

nquiry-based science

teaching and learninglis
not familiar to many

ultc, and they will not
-

understand it `uunzll

someone takes the time

skin it to. them..
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methods are proving effective. Others develop family science programs that
allow parents to become students again by participating in activities along
with their children. Parents will also want to know how the schools plan to
evaluate the success of a science education reform program, and how stu-
dent progress will'be documented. As explained in CHAPTER 5, testing is a

' very powerful part of the system and parents will want their children to do
as well, if not better, on their district or state science assessments as before'.

Families can and shonld play an active role in their children's science
education,, but there is no 'single beSt role nor is every role possible for eVery,
family. An effective 'parent involvement program will create a variety of
roles. Some of the' more active' parents might sit on school curriculum and
policy committees, collect'and organize materials, help arrange parent
events, and- volunteer in the classroom. Equally important, but less demand-
ing of time, is proViding support' for their 'children at home. All of these con-
tributions are valuable.

This may not be easy, given the busy lives of today's parents. Joyce ,
Epstein (1995) writes that single'parents and those who are employed out-
side the home or who live far from the school "are less involved, on average,
at the school building unless, the school organizes the opportunities for fami-
lies to volunteer at various times and in various places to support the school
and their children." Educators also need to engage parents to help them
understand children's lives at home and d children's experiences outside of ,
school. Each participant m a collaboration must be committed to making it
work; flexibility is part of that commitment:

The keys to effective community-parent-school partnerships are creating
' new structures, new ways of communicating, and a new sense of shared

responsibility. "When parents and community members are truly engaged,
they do not just volunteer their time for school activities or:drop their opin-
ions in the suggestion box. They initiate action; collaborating with educators
to implement ideas for reform...these conversations go beyond the discus\-
Sion of surface problems and complaints: Through these conversations, peo-
ple develop the trust and consensus needed for action" (fortes, 1995).

Partnerships should be developed with awareness of and sensitivity
to organizational and cultural differences.

Each institution that is part of a school collaboration has different expec-
,

tations about the projectthe amount of time that will be required or is
available to the participants, the technology' available to each partner, and
what makes for good planning. Partners often use different words to
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describe the same phenomenon and have different perceptions of what
schools should do. If collaboratiOns are to:succeed; these,,differences need to
be discussed and resolved. Even though some of the differences may seem
trivial, experienced leaders warn that these are precisely the issues that
make'or break collaborations. ,

, In some cases, misunderstandings emerge between scientists and teach-
ers. The scientists at Merck, for example; did not realize that teachers had lit-
tle'access to telephones or fax Machines. Carlo Parravano..explains that it
Was "a major stumbling block...the corporate world believes that to Carry out '1
hu§inesS yoU have to have a phone." Due to this misunderstanding, the
Merck scientists were put off by the 'apparent difficulty in reaching the
teachers and by the length of time it took teachers to return their calls.

Misunderstandings can emerge fi-orri different COnceptions of time.
Teachers, for example, have,fixed schedules and constant interruptions.
Curators, academics, scientists, and executives generally exert more control
over their days and have longer Blocks of uninterrupted time. When discus-

, sions about time and scheduling arise, itis essential that each side under-
stands the Other's assumptions.

Scientists' and teachers"knowledge, skills, and ways of thinking are often
worlds apart and it is easy for them to misunderstand and ultimately mistrust
the other's intentions or ability. Over time, with patience and a good facilita-
tor, those misunderstandings-can be prevented or clarified. San Francisco's,
Lies' Chatman remembers showing partners-results from an evaluation of a
teacher-scientist workshop in which the teachers were fairly positive and the
scientists were fairly critical. After reading the reports, the teachers were
"shocked and Crushed," because they believed the scientists had not enjoyed
working with them. The fact that seven out of eight saientists'had TetUrned
for a second year of partnership suggested otherwise, but,the teachers were
nonetheless discouraged. Finally, one scientist explained the differing views:
"We love)working with the program. As scientists we're trained that when 98
percent is working well, we lOok at,the,2 percent that isn't. ". His partner,
teacher; responded. "We're trained to nurture. When a student gets a 50, we
say, 'That's sure better than the 45 you got last month.- The 'assumptiOns that

_ arose naturally from the different grOups' culiures nearly scuttled the Collab-''
oration. George Miller,_ a. chemist at the University of California, Irvine,
acknowledges that "communicating with elementary and even secondary
school teachers doesn't come naturally to most scientists"- (Barinaga, 1991).

Similarly, perceptual:differences can create confusion with parents and
community members as well. Language often presents the problem.
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Miscommunication between parents and educators can result in substantial
resistance,to the reform and the newfangled ideas associated with it;even
thoUgh both groups are genuinely concerned with the Welfare Of children.
Parents recall the vocabulary of their own schooling including the ways they
were taught and the culture of the school. When reality Clashes with memo-
ry, it is reality that has to do the explaining.,

For all these reasons, policies and strategies for teacher-parent collabora -.
tion Should be coupled to some form of communications training for both
groups. Without it, teachers,-may see extended contact with parents as an

' additional duty and parents may .believe they have little to offer the school.
"Both groups need opportunities to develop new skills and'to enhance their
understanding of the potential goals: pitfalls and benefits of partnership"
(Parents and schools, 1988): ,

The leaders of the best programs understand and work With the differ-`
ences between partners and schools and prepare for those differences. They
structure opportunities for communication and facilitate collaborative plan-
ning arid development of all aspects of the project. Jan Tuomi, a senior 'pro-
gram officer at the Center for Education of the,National Research Council,
oversees a nationwide program that links scientists and teachers. She esti- ,
mates that without this kind of thoughtful planning and support, three-4uar-

..

ters of all partnerships would fail.

Educators must find ways to institutionalize collaboration.
Many partnerships are "fragile entities that are not institutionalized but

depend on good Will, trust, and the belief that [they) are a necessary invest:
ment in the future and that that they will, indeed, make a difference"
(Kubota, 1993). The challenge for collaborations is not only the incremental
building of trust and cultural understanding, but also to reach beyond these
one-on-one relationships to develop organizational trust that outlasts the
individuals currently involved. The partners come to feelhat they are mak-
ing an investment in the future. As described in previous chapterS, real,
change takes yearslonger than many educators stay in their positions.

I Even as personnel change, the promise offered by systemic change is that
the collaborations will remain in.place to welcome new participants.

One strategy for developing lasting collaborations is to ensure that
responsibilities are genuinely shared. At the Pacific Science Center in ,

Washington state, Dennis Schatz explains that his staff used to take the ini-
tiative in suggesting the next step for the schools. "Now," says Schatz, "the
teachers say to- them, 'What we really need to do is.:.' " Schatz is pleased that
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the teachers have more responsibility, but he admits that it still is hardto
give up control. He expresses the anxiety most partners in a collaboration
feel when they recognize that sharing responsibility is the way to go but
remain unsure as to how to do it.
- Annabelle'ru' labelle'Shrieve; now at Education Development Center'S,Center for
Science Education, waspart of a collaboration in San Francisco that is con:,
tinuing.L She agreeslhat collaboration could 'sometimes be difficult. "It was
important to communicate and sit downand hash out what we were going to
do. Even when it was difficult, though, it was beneficial because the muse-,
urn' , the medical school and the school district all brought resources to the
process.":As,Epstein "(1995) writes, "Good partnerships withstand,questions,
conflicts, debates, and disagreements;, provide structures and processes to
solve problems; and are maintainedeven strengthenedafter differences
have been resolved."

The final challenge for any partnership is to'endure after the initial enthu-'
siasm fades and a particular initiative comes to an end. Programs'across the
country take a wide variety:of, approaches, but all try to find ways to institu-
tionalize the best elements of partnership. The Merck Institute for Science
Education cannot continue the level of support they are providing for. the
New Jersey school districts, So they are 'working with them to ensure that
the districts themselves will have the,capacity to continue the work. As Carlo
ParravanO explains, r`Merck doesn't do all the workshops. We work with a
teacher so she can teach a workshop. We build up one another's capacitY."

BeCause hopes 'on all sides start out so high,'it is commonly difficult for
project leaders 'to envision the lasting impact of their reform initiatives:
DeHaan estimates that in 5 years between 150 to 250 elementary teachers in
the Atlanta Public Schools will be "imbued with inquiry-based science teach-
ing." Dow in Buffalo is a bit more guarded about his project. "I don't know

' what a museum can do," he says. "We've got one little toe hold on one little
corner of the problem.,",But Dow still retains hope because he remembers
the rewards; "At tunes you think it's absurd to even attempt to change educa,
tion: But then yoU see the kids responding."

The big job never seems completely finished. -Tine runs out: The startup
.,and developmental money runs out. Of all the jobs that partnerships take on
for themselves, the institutionalization of their work is the most uncertain.
Yet...the likelihood of institutionalizing partnerships is greatly increased if the
partners have successfully gained mutual respect; receive mutual benefits,
share responsibilities, and believe in the value of their venture. They need to
retain those qualities as they go aboUt giving permanence to their work.
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As with other components of systemic change, educators continue to
search for ways to redefine and improve_partnerships. Iolated, one-shot r,
forms of cooperation between formal and infOrmal educational institutions
and school districts are giving way to partnertshipiS that direct their combined
resources toward developing and sustaining inquiry-based science. Strategies
for working withiparents, local community organizations, and businesS have
been slower to yield fruit, although practitioners recognize their,importance \'
in sustaining reform. "Children life Chances are not likely,to get better with-
out collective action in many arenasthe schoolhouse, the local health clin-
ic, the neighborhood, the block, the home,.and so on (Corner, 1988; Ascher,
1990)" (NCREL, 1997).

COLLABORATION RECAP

1. Formal partnerships with institutions can be a valuable strategy but-
.

must be genuine and carefully planned.
r

2. Partnerships with parents and the community are essential in
systemic science education reform, but to be effective, they must be
structured to foster communication.

3. Partnerships should be developed with awareness of and sensitivity
to organizational and cultural differences.

4. Educators must find ways to institutionalize collaboration.

3
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CHAPTER

urrent reform initiatives are challenged to ensure tha9rii oye©
education reaches all students throughout the system-znot jilt

L i
who typically go on to careers,m science and rriatherdatics or those who,
seem bound for college. The National,Science Education Standards firit;',,
link equity to high attainment: all studerits can develop the knowledgearid
skills described in the Standards "regardless of age; gender, cultural or ethnic
background, disabilities, interest or motivation in science" (NRC, 1996).

Practitioners are learning effective strategies for imprOving different
parts of the education system and the system as a whole. However,,as they

--,
focus on'the otherfparts--CurricUlum, assessment,,planning, professional
development, leadership, and partnerships, etc.they are finding that creat-
ing equitable education fOr all of their students remains a core challenge.
Indeed, there is a reciprocal relationship between equity and,the Systemic'.'
reform of science education.. Educators cannot successfully attain or accom7
plish one without the other. ,

Much is known about. the equity challengesading education today.
Educators working on science refornis are raising awareness, 'working to
move from conversation to action, and derrionstrating how inqiiirk-based
science education and equity support one ancither. Still, even as they develop
classroom and district practices that hold promise for all students, they -are

,posing difficult questions and continue to look for new answers. ,

science

Who Is the "All" in "Science -and 'Mathematics for All"?
Equity has many faces and is 'Often discussed in the 'context of the inter

ests and needs of various-groups..In science and mathematics education in
particular, a driving force is the underrepresentationof minority groups and
women in Profe§siohal science and mathematics-related occupations.
Consider the following statistics from a National Science Foundation (NSF,,
1996) study: AfricanAinericans make up 12 perCent of the population, but
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only 2 percent of employed scientists and engineers. Hispanics compose
9 percent of the population, but only 2 percent of employed scientists, and
engineers. Women compose more than half of the population, but only
20 percent of'employed scientists and engineelS. At the same time, there is
growing awareness that many students in these groups have neither access
nor opportunity to develop scientific and mathematical literacy. This is a.
sobering picture of the 'economic and professional future of members of
these groups,, especially in a job market that increasingly values more
specialized knowledge in science and technology and other subjects.

Research shOWs that there is a difference in achievement between white
students and minority students, particularly African Americans and
Hispanics. According to the 1992 National Assessment of Educational
Progress'(NAEP.) both African American and Hispanic student.4 "demonstrat-
ed significantly lower proficiency than white students" (Mullis et al., ,1994).
Again, there are many reasons for the disparities. According'to Oakes,
"DisprOPortionate percentages of poor 'and minority students (principally
,African-Americaxi and Hispanic) are using curricula designed for low-ability,
or non-college bound students. Furthermore, in general, low-income and
minority 'students have less contact with the best qualified science and math-
ematics teachers" (Oakes et al., 1990).

Another group often included in discuisions of equity are students who
are considered to have limited English prOficiencY. Though many bilingual
programs exist, students rarely receive science instruction at their appropri-
ate grade level 'or in their priniary instructional language (Mason and Barba,
1992). Furthermore, according to Patricia Stoddart, an,assUciate professor at
the University of California, Santa Cruz, "the key issue for language minori-
ties is access to academic content, because most schools focus on teaching
[them] English."

Equity issues as they relate to these groups reach far beyond the borders
'- of the school. Societal factors of racism cannot be ignored. Strickland -and

Ascher suggest that despite "three decades of programmatic change to make
'schooling for all 'students integrated and equitable, it is not hard to see con-
tinuing instances of both personal and institutional racism in education"
(Strickland and Ascher, 1992).

-Girls have historically received inadequate attention and encouragement
in science. Research shows that they receive less attention than boysin sci-
ence classrooms, and the attention they do receive is likely to be of lesser
quality than that paid to boys (Sadker, Sadker, and Stulberg, 1993; AAUW,
1990). Girls also have less access to materials, have fewer role models in
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these fields, and tend to believe that Science and mathematics will not be of
:i.e to them in the future (Gardner, Mason, and Matyas, 1989; Kahle, 1991).
These,and other factorsicontribUte to lingering discrepancies in academic
achievement. In the early grades, boys'and girls' achievement is comParable; '
by the last year of high school, boys outperform girls in both mathematics
and science(Holmes, 1991)).

And finally, students who often are-overlooked in discussions of equity
are thOse who'fall under the heading specia(editcatiori. "Creating an inclu:
sive syStem begins with...goals that apply to all studenth, as well as...a total,
policy, environment that supports systeinic unitY:.:a vision for education
which includes ALL students..." (NASBE, 1992).

.

'What Is Equity? fr

Educators have varied perCeptions of what equity is. For some, equity)is a
Powerful set of beliefs about the way'people should be treated, and )in turn
about the way schools should teach' children. Theirultimate,goal is "class--
rooms in which' all children, whatever their social class, race, national origin,
or gender, sit side by side and learn together successfully" (WilsOn, 1992).
Others view, equity as equal distribution of resources. And:still others view it

I not as equal quantity but as equal quality of the educational experience. The
notion of equity as "opportunity to learn" includes each of these perspec-
tives. In Opportunity to Learn: Issues of Equity fOr Poor and Minority
Students, Stevens and oryines explain, "...we need to know if students at
risk haveaccess,to the full range of educational opportunities, what kinds of
learning opportunities are'provided, and hoiA; they are td the
educational needs of these students"'(1963). 1,_

While there is a wide spectrum of understanding and beliefs about what '
,equity is, there is little difficillty in recognizing and agreeing on what equity
is not.' There is much research that describes inequities in schools as well as
strategies and programs for responding to such problems. Inequitable prac-
tices cover a range of issues including student grouping, segregation, laCk of
teacher-student identification, loW teacher expectations, lack of parental
involvement,'Iack of community support, poor instructional materials, lack
of support systems, and undefined goal's (McKenZie, 1993). ,

Equity Relates to Every Part of the System
The earlier chapters of this monograph discussed aspects of the sygtem,

but did not focus on equity. Educators often debate whether equity should be
addressed ag:a separate part of a reform program or Whether it should be
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embedded throughout. They recognize that equity is releyant to every part of
the system, but know that unless it is explicitly addressed it can easily be
overlooked. Equity lies at the heart of any long- term, systemic change and

should relate to all strategies and poli-

PIP)/ ti/nning for leadership
devel opment, professiona

development, and

community outreach

should always include

participants from_all
segments of the

population.

cies implemented during the process.
The chapter on curriculum, for

example, described the importance of
making quality instructional materials
available to all students. But equity in
curriculum is more than that.
Curriculum frarrieworks, for example,
provide for coherence in the system,
consistency froin school to school, and
assessments that adequately measure
achievement (Chine, 1993). A frame-
work that truly addresses equity, how-
ever, must also be flexible enough to

meet the needs of individual schools, teachers, and students.
The planning and decision making process also should address equity

issues. Individuals involived in the development of a curriculum framework,
for example, should appropriately represent the interests and diversity of the
community and local student population. According to a statement devel-
oped by the Equity Action Group of NSES Statewide Systemic Initiative's,
planning for leadership development, professional development, and 'commu-
nity outreach should always include participants from all segments of the
population (Equity Action Group, 1994).

Equity is almost always present in discussions of testing:; Tests currently
in place have several significant faults: they do not reflect what practitioners
recognize as high-quality science curriculum, they do not align with
inquiry-based instructional strategies, and they weaken efforts.to improve
science education by encouraging teachers to' teach to the test. Overall, the
quality of-education of many students "has been undermined by the nature of
the testing problems used to monitor and shape their learning"
(Darling-Hammond, 1994): New assessment instruments must avoid bias,
connect appropriately with curriculum and teaching, and not rely on skills
that favor any particular group (Darling-Hammond, '1994: Rothman,, 1994).,

Instructional practices such as tracking are controversial becauSe of the
equity questioris,they raise. In the past, decisions to follow tracking practices
were based on the assumption that less,capable students Would stiffer if. ,
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grouped with brighter 4tidents, and 'that tracking placements were accurate
and fair, (Oakes, 1990). There is evidence on both sides about the utility of
tracking as an education strategy, but there is no girestiOn that tracking as it
is implemented today is not fair (Bates, 1992). DispropOrtionate numbers of
minority and disadvantaged students are placed in lower track classes
(Oakes and Lipton, 1992), which in turn often denies them equitable access
to quality teachers and materials (Oakes et al., 1990; Gamoran, 1992).

Even when practices address equity-related concerns, policies are slow to
change. From an organizational perspective, praCtices related to tracking, for
example, can translate into'inequities across a whole districtEducatOts at
the Harvard Graduate School of Education (1992) stated, "one of the most.'
disturbing aspects of the tracking issue is its potential to divide communities
along racial and social class lines."'Student assignment policies that group
stndentsin particular schools or, clusters within schools (such as desegrega-
tion practices, and design of bilingual and gifted and talented program) raise
serious' questions about equity and fairness.

Supporting Equitable Classroom Practice
CHAPTER 2 describes a vision for high-quality science education. The

promise of this vision is that inquiry-based science education does more than
facilitate meaningful science learningit makes science learning accessible
to all students. Inquiry-based science deals with familiar subject matter, uses'
materials that children can touch and see, and createS,an environment in
which students of all backgrOunds are motivated to learn and can achieve.
Sandy Lam in San 'Francisco exPlainsi "Science might be the one thing that
piques the natural curiosity of all children." Classrooms that emphasize mem-
orizing facts and cookbook experiments deprive all students of these opportn-
nities.

Inquiry-based science education also develops skills and knowledge valu-
able for, all subject areas. The National Science Education Standards, for
example, describe teaching practices that "adapt and design curricula to
meet the interests, knowledge, understanding, abilities and experiences of
students" and that "challenge students to accept and share responsibility for-
their Own learning" (NRC, 1996). The standards also describe the importance
of engaging in, discourse about science concepts; making connections
between evidence and explanations, and recognizingand analyzing alterna-
tive explanations and models. These are essential parts of learning,science,
but just as importantly, they are'essential for learning in general and func-
tioning productively and successfully in the world.
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MOving from Conversation toAction
Science educators engaged in reform have spent many hours talking

about the problems and issues surrounding equity. The first challenge has
been to recognize and raise awareness about equity in science education and
throughout the education system. It is now time to translate the conversation
into action. Experienced practitioners who are serious about reform are
experimenting with a wide range of strategies and policy changes such as
curriculum adoptions that move from textbooks to hands-on instructional
materials; using new forms of assessment; proinoting practices in which-all
students learn together; forging'alliances among Schools, families, and corn-
munities; and holding practitioners and schools accountable for both quality
and equity (Oakes et al., 1996).

As these practitioners are learning, any single one of these efforts by
itself is not powerful enough to move the systein as a whole forward. The
earlier chapters of this monograph discussed strategies for improving yari-
otis aspects of the system, but it is most important that educators energize
all parts of the system to work together. Much, has been learned already, but
we are still working to ensure a "democratic; fully equitable and accessible
system of education" (Perrone,,1987).

Linn (1993) suggests that equity in science and mathematics education is
an issue both of fairness'and of national interest. Regardless of the reason,
the education reform, community is committed to the idea that all students,
should have equitable access to quality science and mathematics education.
And as Perrone (1987) wrote, "We can do this by asking hard questions, chal-
lenging simple answers, creating and risking the implementation of new
structures... We need to encourage louder voices from many more of our
school administrators, teachers, studentS and parents...The struggle for edu-
catiOnal and social equity is nothing les's than an important responsibility for ,

all educators`."
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Pootscriipt

V.

,
e hope readers of this monograph have learned sortie in$sif both `.the
complexity and excitement,of planning and implementingan

inquiry-based science education program. It is a lOrig-ierria challenge qta
requires attention to every- component of the educationsystem.

All parts of the system are equally important: planning, leadership'icur-,
riculurn, instruction, assessment, professional development, financing, col-
laboration, and equity. Wehave highlighted them because we believe the
lessons learned by those already working in the field can inform the pro-
grams and policies of those newer to the process of science reform.

Unfortunately, this monograph is not as comprehensive as we might like.
Some important issues such as making science part of the core curriculum,
the use of technology, classroom assessment, large-scale evaluation, and
linking teacher preparation to reform efforts have been omitted. There are
others mentioned below and still more that may haVe eluded us. In reality,
these topics could have been chapters in their own right. We omitted them in
favor of others that seem to have yielded greater levels of understanding that
we could pass on to you, the reader. Neveitheless, we mention theSe topics
in hopeS that you will forge new levels of understanding in'yOur quest to
make inquiry-based science instruction the norm in your school or district. '

,Accepting science as part of the school district's core curriculin.
In districts that consider science a-core subject area, all students have

access to rich and varied curriculum materials within blocks of time that are
adequate for engaging in rigorous inquiry-based instruction. Unfortunately,
this is far from the norm in many school systems, largely.becanse teachers
are expected to concentrate on those sUbjects:that'appear on large-scale ,
testsprirnarily language arts and mathematics. As a result, science often-
slips through the cracks.
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(
In spite of the incentive system borne through high-stakes testing, there

-are districts that make science programs a high priority. We need to better
understand the vision and practices of these school districts in order to

,develop strategies that might work elsewhere. ,

Using technology as an effective tool-for science
instruction and reform.

Educators increasingly recognize that advances in technology have the
potential to revolutionize-the way science is taught and learned in U.S,
schools. AcroSs the country, school systems are allocating substantial
amounts of money to buy computers and software, to network their class-
rooms, and to train teachers in-the,Use of these technologies. School teach-
ers are becoming more comfortable .using the Internet to supplement` other
classroom work, and they are introducing students to different programs'
now available for creating databases and for analyzing scientific data.

Despite this increase in the availability of technology, very few districts
have effectively formed a vision of how to integrate technology into systemic
reform efforts. This is particUlarlY true at the elementary school level. There
are interesting experiments taking place across the country, many supported
by the National Science Foundation, that have shown profound promise for
change. But, on the whole,in the science education programs most familiar
to us, students and teachers are still struggling to closely align the use of
technology to science frameworks, standards; and goals( for reform.

Improving teacher content knowledge,to provide strong
science instruction. I ,

Effective teaching in any subject requires a strong base of knowledge in
that subject area as well as knowledge of strategies for instruction and
assessment. Unfortimately, many elementary teachers are poorly prepared in
science. Districts have to recognize and address this problem if they hope to ,
give all students the background knowledge they need to 'succeed in high
school science courses. ,

Teacher support and assistance from practicing scientists is one valuable
approach to addressing this lack of preparation and the resulting lack of cons

,

fidence in teaching science: In order to effectively implement the science /

standards, districts will have to make the improvement of teacher content
knowledge a high priority on the professional development agenda. We have
seen pilot efforts that lOok promising; they need time for nurturing'and.
growth. )
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Strengthening teacher preparation programs in order to improve
elementary, science, instruction.

Lack Of science content knowledge is; linked cloSelito inadequate'prepa-
ration for teacherS in universities and colleges across the/country. This,
together with higher education's slow pace of change in preparing teachers
to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse student population, has pro-
duced a teacher corps with only a small repertoire of the skills necessary for -

'teaching inquiry -based science in today's classrooms.. Closer collaboration
between higher educationand the public schools is essential &colleges and
universities are to offer preservice .and irtservice education that advances the

) -
new science standards and frameworks.

Expanding initiativestfor K-16 articulation'in science edudation.
With the development of new science standards and the evolving effOrts

,
at designing new assessment approaches for science, there is increasing'con-
sensus about what students should knOw and be able to do at different levels
of the 'education system, The alignment of these expectations with Curricula
in a coherent sequence from the primary, grades through the undergraduate
college yearsknown as K-16 articulationis now a more attainable goal ,

than at any time in the Past Achieving it, however, will require collabOratiOn,
trust, and mutual respect among educatOrs from kindergartens to universi-
ties. We see strong potential fOr more consistent and ongoing articulation in
science

(
education.

Conducting large-scale evalUations of science education programS.
School districts are increasingly implementing reforms in science educa-

tion within the context of comprehensive 'systemic Change efforts. This leads '

'to many questions abotithow to evaluate the success of these programs.
Systemic change is a long-term effort that requires simultaneOus restructur-
ing)of many different facets of sChool life and organizatiOn.itMeasuring the
progress of this kind is difficult, especially in the early stages.

Large-scale evaluations are generally'most useful when several assess
ment methods are employed in combination with each Other. One of the-
most important methods is the analysis of student test data, but this measurer
should'be thoughtfully supplemented with other short-term and lorig-term
indicators of success, including longitudinal research on the participation
rates of students in upper l'eVel science courses once they reach high schOol
and college. This kind of research takes both time and money, but it is an
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indicator that science education reform has achieved its ultimate goallast-
,

ing change imstudent learning and performance.

Those who have climbedAhe steep-slopes of science` education reform
find reward in the breathtaking panorama below, but know they must climb
higher still'. Surely, there is much left to do. These issues and others will be
the subject of many ongoing conversations about science reform in our indi- `'
vidual schools and districts over the next several years and within this mono-
graph series; But from where we stand today; we know how much has been
accomplished in the last decade. Although not yet'at the summit, we have
reason to be optimigtic.

96,
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Reezurcee far Science
Refar

Local Systemic Change Districts'

Alabama
\

Hands-On Activity Science Program-
Principal investigator: John Wright

/Asti/zit/on: University of Alabama7Huntsville

Institute for Science Education.

Morton Hall Room' 112

Huntville, AL 35899 )
Phone: (205) 895-6670
Email: mossp@email.uah.edu

Co-Principal InVestigators: Charles W. Shipp,_

Joanna May, Linda Sanders

- and J.A. Childers ,
Coverage: 5 districts; 37 schools; 620 teachers;

1.3,600 studerhs.

Alaska

Earth Systems Implementation
Project (SIP)
Principal Investigator Judy-Reid

Mgt/tut/on: Bartlett High. School

Curriculum and Instruction

-25 -500 N. Muldoon Rd, Rm C222

Anchorage, AK 99506-1698

Phone: (907) 269-8341

Email: reid judy@tnsmail.asd.k12.hk.us

Co-Principal Investigators: John Sibert

and Donna York

'Coverage: 1 district; 61 schools; 1,050 teachers;

28,000 students.

Arizona

Mesa Systemic InitjatiVe
PrinCipal Investigator: Susan Sprague

Institution: Mesa Public Schools/SSRC

143 South Alma School Roa

Mesa, AZ 85210-1096
Phone: (602) 898-7815
Email: ; ssprague@tarnum.mesa.k12.az.us

Co-Principal Investigators: Douglas Barnard and

Susan Wyckoff

Coverage: 1 district; 58 schools; 2,000 teachers;

48,050 students.

California

Teacher Enhancement for Student
Success (TESS)
Principal Investigator: Charles McCully

Institution: Fresno Unified School District

Office of Superintendent

. Tulare and M Street

Fresno, CA 93721.

Phone: (209) 441-3515
Email: robert_grobe@csuiresno.edu

Coverage: 1 district; 79 schools; 2,040 teachers;

58,400.studehts.

" The following districts are implementing science education reform projects with support of the
National Science Foundation's Local Systemic Change through Teacher Enhancement program.
This list is provided as a resource for those districts that are planning reforin efforts and wish to

_r)consult with others.
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Leadership Institute for Teaching
Elementary Science (LITES)
Principal Investigator: Jane Bowyer

Institutidn: Mills College

Department of Education

50p0 MacArthur Boulevard

Oaklaril, CA 94613
Phone: (510) 430-2118
Email: jane @ella.mills.edu

Co- Principal InVestigators: Carolyn Getridge

Coverage: 1 district; 60 schools; 1,050 teachers;

52,000 students.

CITY SCIENCE University of
California, San Francisc6
Institute for Elementary TeaChers
Principal Investigator: Peter Walter ,

Institution: University of California
r San Francisco

Science &Health Educ Partnership

100 Medical Center Way

\ W -1, Top FloorBox 0905

San Francisco, CA 94143-0905

Phone: (415) 476-0930
peter_walter.biochem@

quickmail.ucsf.edu

Co-Principal Investigators: Bonnie Smith and

' Elizabeth Chatman

Coverage: 1 district; 76 schools; 1,300 teachers;

32,500 students.

I

National School District Systemic
Teacher Enhancement Project
(NSSTE)'
Principal Investigator: Paul Saltman

Institution: UniversitY of California, San Diego

' Department of Biology

9500 Gilman Drive; Dept. 0176 .

La Jolla, CA 92093-0176

Phone: (619) 534-3824
Email: robert_dean@unexpost.ucsd.edu ,

Co-Principal Investigators: Christopher Oram,

George'Cameron and Robert A. Dean

Coverage: 1' distrid; 10 Schools; 410 teachers;

6,639 students.

92

Language Acquisition in Science
EduCation for Rural SchOols
(LASERS)
,Principal Investigator: Patricia StocIdart

Institution: University of CaliforniaSanta Cruz

Education Board of Studies-

Merrill College

1156 High Street

Santa Cruz, CA 95064,

Phone: (408) 459-3850
Email: stoddart@cats.ucsc.edu

Co- Principal Investigators: Lucinda Pease-Alvarez

and Roberta Jaffe

Coverage: 7 districts; 50 schools; 1,272

teachers; 30,000 students.

Georgia

Teacher Enhancement Through
Elementary Science Education,
PartnersAESEP) I

Principal Investigator Robert DeHaan

Institution: Emory University

Medical School

Dept. of Anatomy & Cell Biology

Atlanta, GA 30322

, Phone: (404) 77-6237 .

Email: bob@anatomy.emory.edu

Co-Principal Investigators: Benjamin 0. Canada,

Molly Weinburgh, and L Vernon'

AllWood

-Coverage: 1 district; 72 schools; 1,600 teacher's;

30,000 students.

Indiana

Building Bridges to the Future: The
Next Generation of Science-Enabled
Elementary School Teachers
Principal Investigator: Susan Johnson

Institution: Ball State University

College of Sciences '& Humanities

NO 112

Muncie, IN 47306

Phone: (317) 28578831

Email: 00smjohnson@bsuvc.bsu.edu

Coverage: 14 districts; 40-schools; 650 teachers;

13,000 students.
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Michigan

Midland Public Schools' SystemiC
Change Teacher Enhancement
Institute
Principal Investigator: Sarah Lindsey

Institution:- Midland County Intermediate

Science ,Resources Center

815 State Street

Midland, MI 48640

Phone: (517) 839 -2427

Email: jpegel@aol.com ,

Co-Principal Investigators: Jody S'. Pagel and

Kathy A. Grzesiak

Coverage: 1 district; 12 schools; 308 teachers;

' 5,900 students.

\ ,
Montana

,

KEYSTONE: Rural Regional
Training Program for Excellence in
Science and Technology
Principal Investigator: Myra Miller

Institution: Bozeman Public Schools

1 Willson Science and Tech School

404 West Main Street,

Bozeman, MT 59715

Phone: (406) 585-1500

Email: wimill@hawks.bps.montana.edu

Co-Principal Investigators: Ned Levine

. and Terry Baldus

Coverage: 23 districts, 48 schools; 518 teachers;

6,300 students.

Nevada

The Mathematics and Science
Enhancementil (MASE II)
Principal Investigator: P. Kay Carl.
Institution: Clark County School District

-2832 East Flamingo Road

Las Vegas, NV 89121-5207

Phone: , (702) 799-5474
Email: gregg@nevada.edu

Co-Principal Inve&igators: Linda Gregg

Coverage: 1 district; 60 schools; 2,040 teachers;

46,000 students.

New Jersey

The Partnership for Systemic
Change: A SChool/Business
Collaborative to Enhance Science,
Mathematics, and Technology '
Teaching and Learning
PrinciPal Investigator: Carlo Parravano

Institution: Merck Institqte of Science Educ.

126 East Lincoln Ave:

P.O. Box 2000 (RY7-236

Rahway, NJ 07065 -0900
Phone: (908) 594-7401
Email: parravano@merck.com

Co-Principal Investigators: Christine Salcito, Kate

Fischer, David Decker,

and WalterTylicki '
Coverage: 4 district(s); 35 school(s); 825

teachers; 23,100'Students.
\

Great tdeas in ;Science Consortium:
Partners for Integrated Science
Curriculum Reform
Principal Investigator: Jacqueline Willis

Insthtition: Montclair State College

Great Ideas in ScienCe Consortium

Valley Road & Normal Avenue'

'Montclair, NJ 07,043

Phone: (201) 893-4000
Email: giacalone@aol.com

Co-Principal Investigators: Gloria Scott, Maria

Cannizzaro, Jane McMillan-Brown, and

Bonnie 1( LustiOaman

Coverage: 2 districts; 44 schools; 1,0001

teachers.

E=MC
Principal Investigator: Linda Walker s

Institution: West Windsor /Plainsboro RSD

Curriculum andsInstruction

505 Village Rd. West

P.O. Box 248

Princeton Junction, NJ 08550

Phone: (609) 799-0200
Email: wwpcur@pcluto.njcc.coni

Co-Principal Investigators: Edward NaAowitz and

Sondra Markman

Coverage: , 3 district(s); 15 school(s); 574

teachers; 13,550 students.
I
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New York

TEAM 2000
Principal Investigator: Peter Dow

Institution: Buffalo Museum of Science

1020 Humboldt Parkway

Buffalo, NY 14211-1293

Phone: (716) 896-5200 ,

Email: Jeam@mailgate.dfew,buffalo.

k12.ny.us

Co-Principal Investigators: Samuel J. Alessi, Jr.,

and Delcene West

Coverage: 1 district; 61 schools; 1,400 teachers.

"SMART PROCESS"Local Systemic
Change Through Teacher
Enhancement
Principal Investigator: Gilbert Turchin

Institution: ComMunity School Districts 3 & 5

300 West 96th Street

New York, NY 10025

Phone: (212) 678-2918
Email: csd3@chelsea.ios.com

Co-Principarintiestigators: Howard Berger and

Howard Nadler .

Coverage: 2 districts; 35 schools; 1,470 teachers;

21,535 students. l

Ohio

Project' SEEDS: Science Education
Enhancing the Developm'ent of Skills,
'K-6
Principal Investigator: Jane Hazen

Institution: The Educational Enhancement

Partnerships (TEEP)

Stark County School District

2100-38th Street, N.W.

Canton, OH 44707-2300

Phone: (216) 492-8136 '

Email: jbh2sc@big bird.stark.k12.oh. us

Coverage: 16 public & 3 private districts; 76

'schools; 1,000 teachers; 30,000

student's.

1 0 9 ,

1

Pennsylvania

ASSET Teacher
Enhancement Project
Principal Investigator: Reeny Davidson

Institution: ASSET, Inc.

15 Terminal Way

Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1299

Phone: (412) 488-1444
Email: davison@duq3.cc.duq.edu

Co-Principal Inv,estigators: Vincent Valicenti,

Margie Ritson, Jacqueline Coleman,

Greg Calvetti, Kalyani Raghavan, and

Frances Alder'.

Coverage: '15 districts; 1,020 teachers; 25,000

students.

Rhode Island

The KITES lroject: Kits In Teaching
Elementary Science
'Principal Investigator: Greg Kniseley

Institution: Rhode Island College

Dept. of Elementary Education,

HM 205

600 Mount Pleasant Avenue

ProVidence, RI 02908-1,991

Phone: . (401) 456-8016
mkniseley@grog.ric.edu

Co-Principal Investigators: Gerald Kowalczyk:

?Coverage: 8 districts; 52 schools; 600 teachers;

12,000 students.
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'feriessee School Districts Referenced

Metro Nashville-Public Schools
in this Document

Systemic Initiative to improve Anchorage, AK
Science Achievement for All Students
Principal Investigator: Barbara Nye

Institution: Tennessee-State University

Center of Excellence'for Research.

and PoliCy'on Basic Skills

r 'Nashville, TN 37209

'Phone: (615) 963-7231

Email: bnye@picardAnstate.edu

Co-principal Investigatdis: Richard Benjamin and

Emily Stinson

Coverage: 1 district; 84 schobls; 3,000 teachers;

.70:000 students.

Washington

STAFF. Leadership for Rural School
pistricts

Principal Investigator: Denis Schatz

Institution Pacific Science,Center Fdn.

Department of Education, ,

200 Second 'Me. North

Seattle; WA 98109-4895 '

Phone: (206).443 -2867

Email: , schatz@packii.org ,

Coverage: 3 districts;.8 schbols; 193 teachers;

6,139 students.'

Hands-On Spieire in Seattle
Schools, K-5
Principal Investigator: Arlene 'Ackerman

Institution: Seattle Public SchOols

( 815 FourthAvenue, North

Seattle', WA 98109

Phone:, (206) 298-7180
Email: aackerman@is.ssd.k12.'wa.us ; '

Co-Principal investigatbrs: Leroy Hood, Martha

Darling, Charles Laird

I and Roger Bumgarner

Coverage: 1 district; 70 schools; 1;400 teachers;

23,000 students. ,

1

Judy Reid

Bartlett High School ,

Curriculum and Instruction

25 -500. N. Muldoon Rd, Fir'n C222,

Anchorage, AK 99506=1698

Phone: (907) 269-8341

Emairreid_judy©msmail.asd.k12.ak.us

Atlanta,',GA' ?

,Robert DeHaan

Emory University

Medical School \ 1 fr:

Dept. of Anatomy & Cell Biology

Atlanta, GA 30322

2 Phoh e. (404) 727-6237

bokanatomy:emory.edu

r
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Baltimore, MD

Andrea Bowden

\Supervisor, Offide of, Science, Mathematics, and

Health

Baltimore City Public Schools

200 East North Avenue

Baltimore, MD 21202 -)

Phone: 410-396-8573

Buffalo, NY

Cathy Chamberlin

Project AdministratOr=4EAM 2000

BPS Curriculum Department "-

229 Floss Avenue

Buffalo, NY 14215

Phohe: 716- 897 -8131.

Email: crchamb@aol.com
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,

Canthridge, MA ,

Melanie .Barron

.Science CoordinatOr, K-12'

Cambridge Public Schools

CRLS 459 BroadWay

Cambridge, MA 02138

`Phone:617-349-6792
crlsbarron@aol.com

Cleveland, OH
I

Lawanna White

Science,Supervisor

Cleveland Public Schools '
1380 E. 6tht Street <,

Room 225

Cleveland, OH 44114

Phone: 216-574-,8180

,Huntsville, AL

Arlene Childers

Associate Director '
institute-for Science (Education

University\ of Alabartia, Huntsville

Wilsoritla11107 )

Huntsville, AL 35899

Phone: 205-890-B156

Las Vegas, NV
-

Liricla Gregg

Mathematics and Science, Specialist

851 Ufropicaria
Paradise Room 22

Las Vegas, NV 89119

Phone: 7O2-799t1,9971

Email: Igregg@intermind.net

Mesa, Arizona
)

Susan:Sprague

Mesa Public Schools/SSAC .

143 South Alma School Road

Mesa, AZ 85210-1096
Phone: (602),898-7815
Email: ssprag'ue@barnum.mesa.k12.az.us

New York,(,NY

Howard Nadler

Sciehce Coordinator <

_Community School District 5

433 West 123rd Street

NewNork, NY,10027'

Phone: 212-769-7552
Email: hnadleroralphbunchesbs.edu

John Cafarella

Director of Science

Cominunity School District 6

`4360 Broadway

New York, NY 10023

Phone: 212-795-8032
Email: SyYentz@aol.com

Howard Berger ,

Director of Scien'ce Education '

Community District 3 -

270 Weit 701h Street

New York, NY 10023 n ti
Pho4 212-663-8713'kst"
Pasadena, CA

Jennifer Yciung

Coordinator K-8 Sbience

Pasadena Unified School District

2501 Page Drive

Pasadena, CA 91001

Phone: 818-791-.8932

Email: jyure@carisi.edu

I

.
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Pittsburgh, PA (Allegheny Schools)

Reeny Davison

ASSET, Inc. ,

15 Terminal Way

Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1299

Phone: 412:488-1444

San Francisco, CA

'Mathematics and Science Prograin-Director

Curriculum Improvement and Professional

Development Center ,

2550 25th Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94116

Phone: 415-759-950

V

Helpful Organizations

The Annenberg/CPB Math
and'SciencO)Project
901 E Street NW

Washington, DC 20004

(202) 879-9600 \-

Association of Science
Materials Centers (ASMC)
Susan Sprague 7'
Science Materials Center

fVfesa'Public Schools

143 South Alma School Road

Mesa, AZ 85210-1096

Association, of
Science-Technology Centers
1025 Vermont Ave. NW

,Suite 500Y

Washington, DC 20005

(202) 783-7200

FOUNDATIONS VOLUME 1

(

Center for Urban Science
Education Reform
Judith Opert Sandler

Education Development Center

55 Chapel Street

Newton, MA 02158-1060

(617) 969-7100 X2409

The Exploratorium
InStitute for Inquiry
Lynn Rankin

3601 Lyon-Street

San Francisco, CA 94123

(415) 563-7337

National Research Council, Center
for Science, Mathematics, and
Engineering Education
2101 Constitution Ave NW

Washington, DC 20418

,(202) 334-2353

National Science Resources Center\ '

Director of Outcreach '

Capital Gallery

600 Maryland Avenue SW

Suite 880

Washington, DC,20024

(202) 287-2063

New Standards Project
Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh

3939 O'Hara Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15260

(412) 624-8319.

TERC, CheOne Konnen Center for
'Science Education Reform
Ann Rosebery

2067 Massachusetts'Avenue

Cambridge, MA 02140,

(617) 547-0430

Women's Educational Equity Act ,

Publishing Center
Education Development Center

55 Chapel Street

Newton, MA 02158

(617) 969-7100

103 97
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Center for Urban Science
Education Reform (CUSER) Key
Contact Names2

Baltimore, MD
Andrea Bowden

' Supervisor, OffiCe of Sci., Math & Health A

Baltimore City Public SChools

200 East North Avenue ,

Baltimore;; MD 21202

Phone: 410-396-8573
Fax :. 410-396-8063.

Beaumont, TX
Patsy Magee, ,

Science Supervisor, K-12

BISD Administration Bldg.

3395 Harrison (
Beaumont, TX 77706 '
Phone:' 409-899-9972, ext. 259
'Fax: 4091899'-5892/
Email: patsy9beauniont. isd.tenetedu

Martha Roberts)
Buffalo, NY

r Cathy Chamberlin

Project Administrator-Team 200

BPS Curriculum Dept. --',

229 Floss Avenue

Buffalo, NY 14215

PhOne: 716-897-8131

Fax: 716-897-8121v,
Email: . crehamb@aol.com

Cambridge, MA
Melanie Barron ,

Science Coordinator K-12

Cambridge Public Schools

CRLS-459 BroadWay

Cambridge, MA 02138' /
Phone:, 617-349-6792
Fax: 6177349-6318
Email: crlsbarron@aol.com-

Cleveland, OH
Lavvanna White

Science Supervisor

_Cleveland Public Schools

1380 E. 6th Street

'Room 265

Cleveland, OH 44114

Phone': 21'6-574-8180
Fax: 216-574-8132

Fort Wayne, IN
Dana Wichern

CurriculUrn Coordinator

Foil Wayne Community Schools

1200 South Clinton Street

Fort Wayne, IN 46802

Phone: 219-425-7255 ,
Fax: 219,425-7722

Jackson, MS,
Exec. Dir. of Instruction/Student Lrng.'

662 South. President Street

POB 2338

JaCkson, MS 39201

,Phone: 601-960-8762
Fax: 601-973J8551

Las Vegas, NV
Linda Gregg._

K-5 Math &Science Specialist

851 E. Tropicana

Paradise Room 22

Las Vegas, NV 89119

Phone: 702;79971997,
Fax: 702-799-5687
Email: IgreggOintermind.net

,'LexingtOni KY
1:6/id Taylor

Science Coordinator

Fayette \County SchoOls'

701 East Main Street

LeiingtOn, Ky_40502

Phone: 606-281-0240
Fax: - 606-281-0106
Email: )dtaylor@nismail.fayett.e.k12.ky.us

2 The following districts have participated in CUSER's activities that provide, opportunities for
school systems involved in science ethication reform to improve their programs by learning
from each other.
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New York, NY District 3
Howard Berger

Director otScience Education

NYC Community. School District3

270 West 70th Street s

New York, NY-10023

Phone: 212-663-8713
,Fax: 212-932-3883

New York, NY District 5 ,

Howard Nadler

Science Coordinator

Community School District 5

433 Wet 123rd Street
NeW York, NY 10027

Phone: 212-769-7552
Fax: . 212-932-3109
Email: hnadler@ralphbui-ichesbs. edu

New York, NY District 6
John Cafarella

Director of Science

Community School District 6

4360 Broadway
'New York, NY 10033

Phone: 212-795-8032
Fax.' 212-795-9611

Email: SyYentz@aol.com

Pasadena, CA
Jennifer- Yure

Coordinator K-8 Science

Pasadena Unified School District

2501 Page Drive

Pasadena, CA 91001

Phone: 818-791-8932
Fax: 818-791-7434
Email: f lyure@capsi.edu

San Francisco, CA
SandralaM
Math & Science Program Directbr

Cirric. Improvement & P.D. Ctr

-2550 25th Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94116

Phone: 415-759-2950
Fax: 415-759-2903

FOUNDATIONS e. VOLUME 1

South Bend, IN
Jesse Warren

Curriculum Facilitator

`South Bend Community School Corp.

635 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601

Phone: , 219-283-8057
Fax: 219-283-8059
Email: jwarren@sbcso.k12.in.US,

'Spring Branch, TX
Dee Goldberg

Elem. Coord. for Sci. & Tech.

-Spring Branch ISD

955 Campbell Road

,Spring Branch, TX 77024

Phone: 713-464-1511, ext. 2326

Fax: 713-365-4881
Email: goldberd@spring-branch.isd.tenetedu

Springfield, MA
DianePuff
Supervisor of Science

195 State Street

Box 1410

Springfield, MA 0,1102-1410

Phone: 413V87-7230 ,

Fax: 413-787-7211.

Worcester, MA
Joyce Gleason

Science Curriculum Liaison

Worcester Public Schools.

20 Irving Street

Worcester, MA 01609

Phone: 508-799-3592
Fax: 508-799'-3367
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The National ScienCe FOundation,(NSF) provides awards for research and education in
the sciences and engineering: The awardee is wholly responsible for the Conduct of such
research and preparation of the results for publiCation. NSF, therefore, does not assume
responsibility for the research findings or their interpretation.

NSF welcomes proposals from all mialified scientists and engineers and strongly.

encourages women, minorities, and persons with disabilities to compete fully in any Of the
,

.research-related programs described here. In accordance with federal statutes, iegulation,
and NSF policies, no person,on grounds of racei\-color, age, sex, national origin, or disability
shall be excluded frov in participation, hi, be denied the benefits of or be:sUbject to discrimina,'

.lion under any-program or activity receiving financial assistance from NSF /

Facilitation Awards for Scientists and Engineers with Disabilities (FASED) provide fund:,
ing for special assistance or equipment to enable persons with diSabilities.(investigators and
other staff, including student research assistants) to work on NSF projeCts. See theprOgram
announcement oi,contact the,program coordinator at (703) 306-1636.

r
NSF hag TDD (Telephonic Device for the Deaf) capability, which enables, individuals with

hearing impairment to communicate with NSF abOnt,prograrns, employment, or general infor-
mation. To, access NSF TDD dial (703) 306-0090; torithe Federal Information Relay SerVice
(FIRS), 1-800-877-8339.
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